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Abstract 

This research is concerned with the Power Spectrum Density Estimation with em- 

phasIze on the bigh-resolution algorithms and their real-time implementations. 

Tl-ie classical PSD estimation methods are fast and robust. but their resolutions may 

not be adequate when the record length is short. On the other hand when the 

record length is short the autoregressive parametric methods have higher resolution 

capability, but they may have spurious peaks if the order of the model is chosen too 

high in the attempt to increase the resolution when the SNR is low. An algorithm 
is proposed to combine the spectrum of the classical method and the autoregressive 

model. This allows the overestimation of the order of the autoregressive model. The 

spuriot-is peaks that result are then suppressed by the low values in the spectrum of the 

classical nict liods. I'lic wide specl ral mairilobe of the classical method, on the other 
liand, serves to indicate the area where the true signals are located. This alleviates the 

difficult order selection problem of the parametric methods. An adaptive version of 

this method is also proposed. It is based on the adaptive autoregressive and adaptive 

maximum eigenvector concept. It can track a slowly changing environment. With 

I lie combination of these txN, o methods. it is shown that it. has the high-resolution 

performance of AR method ýN, ith improved performance in the noisy environment. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview of Power Spectral Density Estimation Prob- 

lems 

The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) process is 

formally defined as 

r.,., [k] exp(-j27rf k) 

Where r.,, [k] is the AutoCorrelation Function (ACF) of x[n] defined as 

ý(x*[n]x[n (1.2) 

and ý is the expectation operator. A random process is WSS if its mean is inde- 

pendent of time and its autocorrelation depends only on the time index difference 
between samples. The PSD function describes how the power of a measured random 
process is distributed with respect to frequency. It can be seen from the definition 

t liat it is impossible to know exactly the PSD. since an infinitely long autocorrelation 

sequence is not possible. The objective of spectral estimation is then to estimate 
the spectral content of a, random process based on a finite set of observations from 

that process. There are many PSD estimators available and they may give different 

1'., ')D estiniatioiis. If there is no prior information about the input, it is not ob%-ious 

which estimator gives the correct estimation. One estimator may have sharp spec- 
ti-al a. pl)cat-ancc resembling high resolution. but it may be an artifact. The common 

appi-oach is to use a known input signal as a tcst case to test the characteristic of (11f- 
f'erent cstima, toi-s- However. when applying theseestimators to calculale the specti-tim 

of real data instead of simulated data, it is better to apply sevei-al of them and then 
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extract the common features of their spectrum. This will give more confidence that 

the true spectrum has been estimated. Also the bias and variance of the estimation 

have to be taken into account since the spectral estimator is a Statistical function 

of the data. It is not sufficient to calculate only one PSD. many are needed. The 

average of these gives the bias information and the variability of different PSI)s gives 

the variance information. In this research we use a known scenario as a test case to 

test the characteristic of different estimators. 

1.2 Objective and Contributions 

The ob. )c(Alve (A this rcscýirch Is to Invest lgate t lie available PSD (,,, limators and apply 

them to the detection of VEP (Visual Evoked Potential). It consists of three stages: 

1. Theoretical Study: As mentioned in the last section the true PSD is unknown 
fience there is no "best" spectral estimator. A multitude of special estimators 
have been proposed. The derivation of those PSD estimators are investigated. 
Also it is necessary to understand the assumptions made in order to apply them 

correctly. 

9. Software Simulation: The spectral estimator is a statistical function of the 

data. hence its performance ideally should be described by statistical terms, e. g. 
bias, variance. But there is no exact statistical description of PSD estimators 

available for finite data, record length. A common practice to compare the 

performance of the PSD estimators visually is to use the Monte Carlo computer 

, ýInmkiiion. s I)a.,, (, d oil a kilo\%-,, tcsi casc. i. e. the perforniancc between PSD 

(,. st imaors is compared qualitatively rather than quani itatively. 

3. Hardware Implementation: The ultimate goal of this research is to imple- 

nient the PSD estimator in real-time. It is described in Cliapter C) That a 512 

pouits sequential periodogram is implemented in real-time for the detection of 

the VEP. 

III to tile objecilve there are threc contributions in 1his research: 



We developed a new algorithm which combines the best features of the non- 

parametric and parametric methods. The nonparametric methods have low 

resolution when the data samples are small but they are robust in indicating 

the true location of the signals. The parametric methods have higher resolu- 
tion but they may have spurious peaks. By multiplying their spectra together 

the spurious peaks in the parametric spectrum are supressed and resolution 

capability of the nonparametric methods is improved. 

2. A real-time periodogram is designed to investigate the VEP signal. The FFT 

is triggered after a certain amount of samples are acquired. These samples are 

stored in a short temporary buffer first. When enough samples are accumulated 
they are then appended to a cyclic buffer and the FFT is triggered. This cyclic 
buffer is the first stage of the FFT input data buffer. This technique gives the 
DSP ( Digital Signal Processor) more time for number crunching and allows the 

signal to build up gradually in the input data buffer. This will give a smooth 

appearance of the VEP signal and the reqired resolution is achieved by choosing 

a suitable size of the input data buffer. 

3. A DSPB (Digital Signal Processing Board ) is designed. It has A/D, D/A, 

timer, RAMs, EPROMs and PAL ( Programmable Array Logic) as the address 
decoder. It has the stand-alone capability. When the program is developed and 
debugged on the development system, the program is transferred to EPROMs. 

After power-up it automatically takes the data from A/D, executes the sequen- 
tial periodogram and displays the output on the oscilloscope. It doesn't need a 
host computer. 

1.3 Classfication of PSD Estimators 

The PSD estimators can be classified into two categories: 

1. Nonparametric PSD estimators 

2. Parametric PSD estimators 
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There are several PSD estimators in each category. The popular ones are as follows 

1. Nonparametric Methods 

(a) Classical Methods 

i. Periodogram 

ii. Blackman-Tukey 

(b) MVSE (Minimum Variance Spectral Estimation) 

2. Parametric Methods 

(a) Rational Transfer Function Model 

i. AR (Autoregressive) 

ii. MA (Moving Average) 

iii. ARMA (AutoRegressive Moving Average) 

(b) Eigenanalysis- based Methods 

i. PC (Principal Component) 

ii. MUSIC (MUltiple SIgnal Classification) 

iii. MN (Minimun Norm) 

iv. EV (EigenVector) 

The Classical PSD estimators which belong to the category of nonparametric methods 

are robust. Because they only make the assumption of wide sense stationarity. Due 

to the usage of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) the classical methods are also fast. 

However, the windowing effect ( i. e. the implication that the data are zero outside 
the observation period ) set the resolution capability of the classical methods to be 
I Where N is the number of samples and 1- is the sampling rate. The advantages NT* T 

of this class are: 

* They are robust. 

o They are fast. 
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The disadvantages are: 

Their resolutions are limited to --L-. Many samples may be needed to get an NT 

acceptable resolution, this is sometimes difficult to achieve. 

An Implicit assumption made by the classical methods is that the data of ACF 

values outside the observation interval are zero. In the time domain this can be 

seen as multiplying the data record with a rectangular observation window. The 

windowing effect in the frequency domain is equivalent to convolving the data 

spectrum with the sinc function ( i. e. the Fourier transform of the rectanular 

window ). This creates sidelobes. If the data consist of sinusoldal or narrowband 

signals. The sidelobes of a high level signal may mask the low level signal close 

to it in frequency. This may cause difficulty in detecting weak wanted signals. 

e In a severely nonstationary situation the number of samples are constrained to 

be small in order to consider it as locally stationary. In this case the resolution 

performance of classical estimators are degraded. 

The rational transfer function parametric methods assume a model for the random 

process. When the model is correct it can extropolate the data outside the observation 

interval. So it eliminates the windowing effect and can achieve resolution higher than 

1 which is the limit of classical methods. There are three models suitable for random NT 
processes: 

1. Autoregressive (AR) 

2. Moving Average (MA) 

3. Autoregressive and Moving Average (ARMA) 

AR PSD estimators will display sharp peaks. MA PSD estimators will display sharp 

nulls. While the ARMA is the combination of these two, it will display sharp peaks 

and iiulls. NVheii there is prior knowledge of the random process, e. g. narrowband or 

broadband, sharp peaks or sharp nulls, it should be taken into account in choosing a 
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suitable model. In general the AR model is the most popular because it only needs to 

solve simultarjeous linear equations to obtain the parameters. The MA and ARMA 

techniques require the solution of nonlinear equations which is more difficult. The 

advantages of this class are: 

9 They have high resolution. 

9 They need less data than the classical methods. 

* Many statistical parameter estimation algorithms are already available. 

The disadvantages are: 

9 When the model differs from the random process an incorrect PSD is obtained. 

It is difficult to choose the model order. When a high order model is chosen it 

may have spurious peaks or nulls. 

The AR model is the most popular parametric model. However, the additive 

noise ( e. g. measurement noise is not part of the model. When the all pole AR 

model is added with the noise , it will have zeros as well as poles. Those zeros 

will flattern the AR spectral estimate. Therefore the detection and resolution 

performance of the AR spectral estimator deterioates in the presence of additive 

noise. 

The eigenan alysis- based parametric methods are based on spectral decomposition of 

t fie correlation or data, matrix of the random process. They seperate the eigenvectors 

into two subspaces, signal subspace and noise subspace. By using the orthogonality 

hclý%-ccii these t%%, () stibspaces several algorithms are developed. Theorectically these 

niettiods can achieve very high resolution and currently attract many reseach interests. 

The advant ages of this class are 

e They cau achieve high resolution. 
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They need less data than classical methods. 

* They can cope with the additive noise situation. 

The disadvantages are 

* It is difficult to seperate the noise subspace and signal subspace. When the 

estimation of the number of sinusoids is wrong it will produce an incorrect PSD 

estimation. 

9 They are computationally intensive. 

1.4 Previous Work 

Sir Isaac Newton first introduced the word spectrum as a scientific term to describe the 
band of colours in the seventeenth- century. Daniel Bernoulli developed the general 

solution for the displacement y(x, t) of the string at time t and position x (with the 

end points at x=0 and x =7r fixed) in the wave equation to be 

00 

y(x, t) =E sin nx(Ancos nct + Bn sin nct) 
n=l 

Where c is a constant representing the speed of the traveling wave on the string. Later 

in the nient eenth- century Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier extended the wave equation 

solutions by asserting that any arbitrary function y(x), satisfying Dirichlet conditions, 

could be represented as an infinite summation of sine and cosine terms, 

00 
E (A,, cos nax + Bk sin nax) 
n=l 

The process of determining A, and B,, of a function y(x), or its sample, is known as 
harmonic analysis, due to the harmonic relationship between cosine and sine terms. 

Of the many scientists who used harmonic analysis, Schuster promoted the peri- 

odogram method which now known as the classical PSD estimation. He suggested the 

plot of the sqtiared envelop of P, =A2+B2 of the Fourier transform coefficients nn 
[411. Norbert Wiener published his classic paper GeneraliA zed Harmonic Analysis in 
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1930 [49]. This paper established spectral analysis as a fundamental statistical tool 

to analyze random processes. He related the autocorrelation function (ACF) and 

power spectral density as a Fourier transform pair which is known today as Wiener- 

A'hintchine theorem. Blackman and Tukey noticed that the poorer estimates of the 

ACF at higher lags is a result of the fewer number of lag products averaged. They 

therefore suggested weighting the ACF estimates at higher lags less or use the spectral 

estimator N-1 

PB T (f w[k] r^.,,, [k]e xp (- j 27rf k) (1-5) 
k=-(N-1) 

This is known as the Blackman-Tukey method. A classic treatise describing this 

procedure in detail was published in 1958 [4]. The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) 

described in the paper of J. Cooly and J. Tukey in 1965 [11] computes the discrete 

Fourier transform efficiently. This computational algorithm has led to an increased 

usage of digital spectral analysis as a signal processing tool. 

G. Yule introduced in 1927 [53] a notable alternative analysis tool. He modelled a time 

series as a linear regression process driven by a white noise. Thus Yule established the 

basis of the parametric approach to spectral analysis. But not until Burg's work in 

1967 [5] did interest in this method receive significant attention. A PSD estimator is a 

parametric estimator when it employs a priori information about the random process. 

In this case the system is modelled as a process which has a rational transfer function. 

Bui-g described his high-resoluton spectral estimate in the context of a Maximum en- 

tropy mathematical formulation which is very closly related to autoregressive spectral 

analysis. Techniques are called high- resolution PSD estimation when their frequency 

resolution can exceed the -I- limit of the classical methods. The model of a random NT 

process is called an autoregressive model when the resulting transfer function of that 

pi-ocess has only poles. The high resolution property of the AR spectral estimator is 

due to an implied extrapolation of the ACF samples outside the obser, "ation period by 

tIw assumed AR model. Burg argued that the extrapolation should be chosen so I hat 

the time series characterized by extrapolated ACF has maximum entropy. In practice 

thei-c is no difference boNvecii the NIESE (. Nlaximum Entropy Slworal Estimation) 

and the AR specti-al cstimator in the one-dimensional case. There ai-e se%-cral algo- 

i-Ohnis to cstiniate the AR parameters. A software package, which is belieý-ed to be 0 



the first of its kind available for use in personal computer. called MESA ( Maximum 

Entropy Spectral Analysis) [8]. [9] implements those algorithms on the PC (Personal 

Computer). It allows an interactive and data-adaptive spectral analysis based on the 

maximum entropy principle. Recently, due to the advances in VLSL the real time im- 

plemerntation. of the AR spectrum analyzer is also available [40]. The ARMA model 

in theory can be more accurate than the AR model for spectral analysis. Because 

it has more freedom in adjusting poles and zeros of the rational transfer function. 

However, the estimation of the parameters of the ARMA model is far more difficult 

than the AR model and the result of ARMA model spectral estimation is sensitive 

to parameter adjustment and order selection. Kaveh [24] studied the fundamental 

problem of determining the minimal set of lags of an estimate of the autocorrelation 

needed to achieve adequate statistical efficiency for ARMA parameter estimation. 

The eigc-nanalysls-ba. ý; cd techniquc which belongs to the parametric methods uses the 

eigenstructure of the signal correlation matrix. It seperates the correlation matrix 

into two vector subspaces namely signal and noise subspaces. Techniques which use 

only the signal subspace are called Principal Component methods. The noise sub- 

space techniques on the other hand employ the orthogonal property between the 

noise eigenvectors and signal subspace. Pisarenko used only one noise eigenvector(i. 

e. the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue) to extract the signal 

frequencies from the correlation matrix of a linear array which is known as P? *. ý; - 

arenko Harntonic Decomposition (PHD) method [35]. This set the foundation of the 

eigenanalysis- based techniques. Schmidt extended it to the general array case and 

developed the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm [381 [39] which is 

hased on the complete noise subspace eigenstructure of the correlation matrix. Inde- 

pendently, Bienvenu and Nopp [2]developed a frequency domain technique based on 

t lie eigenstruclure of the spectral density matrix of received signals. Kuillaresall and 

Tufts [26] de\, eloped the . 
1himnum Norm method which just used one \-ector 

to represent the noise subspace. Johnson and DeGraaf [20] weighted each noise sub- 

space eigenvector by the inverse of its associated eigenvalue which is known as the 

Ezgenl'cctor (EV) frequency estimator. 

To calculate the eigenstructure of the correlation matrix is very computationally 
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intensive. Adaptiý'e algorithms were devised to reduce the computation. Thompson 

[44] proposed an adaptive algorithm to implement the Pisarenko*s method. Yang 

[50] extended the idea to estimate the whole signal or noise subspace adaptively. 
Kahunen [22], Sharmari [43], Schreiber [42]. DeGraf [12], Ortigueira [32] and Yu [511 

also proposed adaptive implementation of eigenanalysis- based methods. In general, 

these estimators estimate the frequencies as the peaks of the fraction 

I 

I eHjp+ 1 
121 JeH 'ýp+2 12 

1.. -, 
JeHý, 

M12) 
(1.6) 

where e is the signal vector and v^ i are eigenvectors corresponding to the noise eigen- 

values. 

With such a long list of PSD estimators, an expert systern will be verv helpful in 

cliosing an appropriate estimator for the problem at hand. Gaby and Hayes developed 

such an system [14]. The idea is to combine the best features of different approaches. 
An approach based on this idea is proposed in chapter 2 and 3. 

1.5 Structure of The Thesis 

Chapter 1 discusses general PSD estimation problems. The PSD estimators are 

classified into two categories. A general comment about those estimators are 

given. The mentioned PSD estimators are then described in more detail in 

chapter 2 and 3. Previous works are also described in this chapter. 

Chapter 2 gives a survey of block PSD estimation algorithms. There are many 

spectral estimators to be found in the literature. Only the more promising 

approaches are discussed in this thesis. 

Chapter 3 presents a survey of the PSD estimators in the context of sequential na- 

ture. This enables the PSD estimators to track a slowly changing em, ironment. 

\]so due to the reduction of computation. the sequential PSD estimators are 

morc viable m real-time applications. 

Chapter 4 presents software simulation results. An interactive program is described 

which tests the performance of block and sequential PSD estimators. The pro- 
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gram is written in FORTRAN 7T language and implemented on a VAX com- 

puter. UNIRAS graphic subroutines are used for display purposes. The graph- 

ical representation is an important part in the comparison of PSD estimators. 

Chapter 5 presents the results of applying periodogram, and %1t'SIG PSD algo- 

ritbms to the detection of the VEP (Visual Evoked Potential) signal. This is a 

very small signal (few microvolts) measured on the scalp by sophisticated data 

acquisition systems. The 3D spectrogram. shows that the MUSIC algorithm 
is capable of detecting the VEP signal by using just 32 samples despite being 

heavily embeded in the noise. 

Chapter 6 discusses the real-time implementation of PSD estimators. Two ap- 

proaches are taken to implement the PSD estimator in real time. One is based 

on the development system. The other is based on a stand-alone digital signal 

processing board. The design of this board is described in detail. A multipro- 

cessor system suitable for parallel processing is also proposed in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 is the conclusion and suggestion for further work. 

II 



Chapter 2 

Block PSD Estimation Methods 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter block PSD estimators are described together with plots to indicate 

the characteristics of each of these. The plot is generated from a data set according 

to the formula 
k 

x [n] A, exp [j'(27rfin + oi)] + w[n] 

where n= 11 21 -IN, and N is number of samples, k is number of signals. The 

parameters used are N= 32, k=2. A, = I., A2 = 1-ji = 0.2J2 = 0.22,01 = 
0-1 02 = 0., SNR = IOdB. w[n] is zero mean white Gaussian noise with variance of 

01 2. SNR is defined as W 2 

SNR = 10 log 
2o, 

12 (2.2) 
W 

therefore 
A2 

01 
2--Z (2 -3) 2X JOSNR110 

The normalized frequency separation of these two signals is chosen to be about -I! - = NT 

1 0.03125. Since this value is generally accepted as the critical value to N 32 

distinguish an estimator being high-resolution or not. The plots are norinalized to 

inake the rmixii-ntiin valtic 0 dB. A program called PSDE is ý%, i-itten foi- this 1)urpose. 

The flow chart is shown in figure 2.1. This program is used in this chapter and the 

following chapters. It has the following functions: 

1. Generatc software simulated data. 

Store the software simulat, ed data into a file for later use. 

12 



Read the data from a file. 

Calculate various PSD estimations. 

5. Display the calculated spectrum. 

6. Store the calculated spectral data into a file for hardware printout. 

7. Allow the user to repeat the test to check the effect of different parameters. 

The AR model is the most popular parametric method. Because it only needs to 

solve a set of linear equations and it tends to have sharp peaks. However, the main 
difficulty of using this model is the choice of model order. When the order of the 

model is chosen too low the resulting spectral estimation will be highly smoothed 

thus the resolution is low. On the other hand, when the order of the model is chosen 

too high, although the resolution is increased the spurious peaks may be introduced 
into the spectrum. The dilemma is that the best choice of the model order is generally 

not known a priori. There are several criteria to choose the model order, e. g. FPE 

( Final Prediction Error), AlC Akaike Information Criterion), MDL (Minimum 

Description Length), and CAT Criterion Autoregressive Transform). However, it 

has been found that for short data segments no criteria work very well Q29], page 

231), particularly when applied to the actual data rather than simulated data. These 

ci, itcna gciterally just sei-ve as a guideline for an initial order selection. The subjective 

judgement of choosing the model order, rather than science, is still needed to fine tune 

the estimation. One of the original contributions of this work is described fully at the 

end of this chapter on using a conceptually simple idea. The order is selected between 

1-1 of the data record length. It has been found anal tically and experimentally 32y 
that the order selection of this range produces satisfactory results [29]. The general 

guideline is to overestimate the order of the model to make the resolution as good 

as possible. This genei-ally N\, Ill introduce some spurious peaks. 'I'he spectrurn is 

tlicit multiplicd \\-Ith that of the noriparameti-ic method, e. g. periodogram. 'I'lic 

spurious peaks will be suppressed since the spectrum of the latter doesn't depend on 

t he model order and we can control its sidelobes. The result is quite effective. see 

figure 2.22 and figure 2.23. The cost of this method is the increase of computational 

1: 3 



Figure 2.1: The flow chart of PSDE 
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2.2 Nonparametric Methods 

The methods described in this section are called nonparamatric methods because 

they do not assume a model of the data and hence they do not have parameters to 
fit the data. The only assumption is wide sense stationarity. It can be seen from the 

accompanying plots that the periodogram and Blackman-Tukey methods are unable 
to resolve two signals in the test data while the MVSE can. 

2.2.1 Classical Methods 

The periodogram and Blackman-Tukey ( Correlogram) methods are called classi- 

cal methods to distinguish them from the modern high-resolution techniques. The 

periodogram method estimates the spectrum directly from the data, whereas the 

Blackman-Tukey method estimates the spectrum indirectly from the autocorrelation 
function of the data. 

2.2.1.1 Periodogram Method One definition of the PSD, based on ergodicity, 
lias the discrete time form 

1N2 
PX, (f) = lim ýj y1T 

1: x[nlexp(-J*27rfnT)l (2.4) 
N---+oo (2N + 1) 

n=-N 

Ignoring the expectation operation and assuming a finite data set x[Ol, x[l], ... x[N- 

1] of N samples, the sample spectrum 

1 N-1 2 

-jTEx[n]exp(-j27rf nT) I NT 
n=O 

N-1 2 

x [n] exp(-j 27rnfT) 1 (2.5) 
n=O 

may be computed from the finite data sequence. This unmodified periodograrn will 

yield statistically inconsistent PSD estimation because the expectation has been ig- 

nored. The variance does not decrease even if N is increased. See figure 2.2 for the 

unmodified periodograrn of the test data. The sidelobes of the periodograrn can be 

suppressed by applying a data window to the data prior to the transform. Figure 

2.3 shows the periodogram. with a Harnn-iing window. To decrease the variance one 
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Figure 2.2: The unmodified periodogram with rectangular window 

can use pseudo ensemble averaging to smooth the periodogram PSD estimate ( i. e. 

modifying the periodogram). Three averaging techniques are considered as follows. 

Daniel Periodogram 

Daniel suggested to average over adjacent spectral frequencies 

ID 
(2-6) PD[fil 

2p +I 
lxx[fnl 

n=t-p 

i. e. Daniel periodogram estimation at frequency fi is obtained by averaging the 

p points on either side of this frequency. 

') Bartlett Periodogram 

Bartlett created a pseudo ensemble of the sample spectrum by dividing the 

data sequence of N samples into M nonoverlapping segments of L samples so 

that ML < A' The MIh segment consists of the samples xm[n] = x[rnL + n] 

for 0< ii <L-1. Where the superscript m denotes the segment number. An 

independent sample spectrum 
2 

LT 
(2. T) 

k=O 
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Figure 2.3: The periodogram with Hamming window 

for each segment 0<m<M-I is computed over the range - -L <f :51 2T - 27'* 

The Bartlett averaged periodogram is then calculated by 

I Al-I 

PB[f] =-m (2-8) 
mE 

Pxx If] 

M=o 

3. Welch Periodogram 

Basically this is a variation of Bartlett algorithm by using data windows prior to 

the computation of the segment periodogram. and allowing the data segments to 

overlap. The average of the windowed segment periodograms yields the Welch 

periodogram estimatc 

J-) 

M=o 

Nvhere Prn(. f) is the sample spectrum of the weighted intli segment, 
2 

PM IT'S xm[n] exp(-1*27rf nT) 1 (2.10) 
L 147 Z-ol 

n=O 

and L is the data length of each segment. 1- is the samplin rate. NN" is the T9 

discrete-time window energy 
L-1 

l, i'= TE U"In] 
n=O 

I -I 
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Figure 2.4: The Welch periodogram with N= 32, L= 20, S= 10 

xrn is the weighted rnth segment samples 

x'[n] = w[n]x[n + mS] (2.12) 

where S is the shift between each segment. If there are N samples then the 

maxii-num number of segments M is given by the integer part of 
NSL + 

2.2.1.2 Blackman-Tukey Method The power spectrum density (PSD) is for- 

mally defined as the discrete time Fourier transform of the autocorrelation sequence: 
Oo 

TEr,,., [m] exp(-]* 27r f mT) 
M=-00 

The Blackman-Tukey method simply substitutes the infinite sequence of unknown 
true autocorrelation values by a finite sequence of autocorrelation estimations and 

applies a, real lag window to the estimated auotcorrelation sequence: 

w[m]ý.,., [m]cxp(-J27r mi f T) (2.14) 

defined for <f<',, \%-here the estimation of the autocorrelation sequence can 2 

be an unbiased estimate: 

I . 
%'- rn -I 

7'u b. vx 
[ 111 1 

(A- 
E X[n + M]X 
Yi=O 

I 
llý 
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Figure 2-5: The Blackman-Tukey spectrum with Hamrning window 

or a biased estimate: 
I N-m-1 

ýbxx [M] =N1: x[n + m]x*[n] (2.16) 
n=O 

for 0< rn <N-1. Where * denotes complex conjugate. 

The autocorrelation matrix formed from the biased autocorrelation is always posi- 

tive definite, whereas the unbiased autocorrelation can not guarantee to produce a. 

positive definite autocorrelation matrix which means certain matrix equations have 

no solutions. So the biased autocorrelation estimator is often the preferred estima- 

tor. PSD estimators that are based on forming correlation estimates first from the 

data, instead of working directly on the data like periodogram, are collectively termed 

co, rrelogram. 

2.2.2 Minimum Variance Spectral Estimation Method 

The MVSE is also called Capon spectral estimator, or Maximum Likelihood Method 

(MLM) spectral estimator. lt is originally developed for seismic array frequency- 

ývavenumber analysis. The difference between the MVSE and periodogram is that 

the shape of narro\\, band filters in the periodogram is the same for all fi-equencies, 

\vhei-eas Ili(, Ihc shaj)c of ilic na. rro\\-band fillei-s "In the NIN"ýE i, ý dcl)(, ndent oil the 

h-equency und('1- cons, dcra I lon. 1. e. the filtei- 
, ýldelobcs can be ad. iiisled I() i-educc the 
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response to PSD components outside the band of interest. It has more resolution 
than Fourier estimators but less than that of an AR spectral estimaLor. 

Consider a transversal filter with p+ I coefficients a[O]. a[l]. a[2] ..., a[p]. The filter 

output is given by the convolution 

p 

y[n] =E a[k]x[n - k] = XT [nja 
k=O 

(2.17) 

Where x is the input data vector x= (x[n], x[n-1], - - -, x[n-p])'. a is the tap-weight 

vector a= (a[O], a[i], --., a[p] )T . The variance of the filter output is 

p= e(Iy[nU2) 
ý(a HX* [n] XT [n]a) 

aH Rpa 

where R is a (p + 1) x (p + 1) Toeplitz autocorrelation matrix 

ixx [0] 

Rp 

[pl 

ý-x[P] x 
ý-X[P - 

ý, 
X[P - 11 irx [01 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

The coefficients are constrained so that the magnitude of the frequency response of 
the filter at, the frequency f, under consideration is unity, i. e. e'(fi)a = 1. and at the 

same time the variance of the output is minimum, where e(fi) = (1, exp(127rfiT), ---, 

(, xj)(J*2T, fjpT))-" is thc coiiiplex smusoid vectoi, - Defiiie a cost fuiiction as P= 
H 

a Rpa + A(I - H(fj)a). Where e A is the Lagrange multiplier. The optimum welght, 

a is obtained by taking the derivative of P with respect to a and set the result to 

zero. It can be shown [23]that the a, 111, thus obtained is given by 

a 
Rp I e(fi) 

eH(fi)Rp-le(fi) 
(2.20) 
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Figure 2.6: The MVSE spectrum 

0.4 0.5 

Substitute (2.20) into (2.18) gives the minimum variance 

PMV =1 (2.21) 
eH (fi) Rp- Ie 

The minimum variance spectral estimator is defined as 

PAIv(f) = TpAtv =T (2.22) 
eH(f)RP-Ie(f) 

When input data consists of sinusolds embeded in white noise and the SNR is high, 

peaks in the MVSE are approximately linearly proportional to the power of the si- 

nusoids. This is in constrast to the AR PSD estimators that are proportional to the 

square of the power. 

2.3 Parametric Methods 

The methods described in this section are called parametric methods because they 

assume a model of the data. If the data are correctly modeled then it can be described 

by just a few parameters. The eigenanalysis-based methods which model the data 

as sinusoids corrupted by noise are currently attracting very much research interest. 

Because these methods can give very good frequency estimation in temporal data 

analysis [6] or direction of arrival estimation in the spatial- temporal data analysis 

[7], [13], [21]. The performance of these estimators, however, are dependent on the 

validity of the model . 
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Figure 2.7: AR process 

2.3.1 Autoregressive PSD Methods 

The most popular rational transfer function model is the autoregressive model, see 
figure 2.7. To find the parameters of a AR model is numerically easier than to find 

the parameters of a MA or ARMA models. The AR process of order p is described 

by the equation: 
p 

a[k]x[n - k] + v[n] (2.23) 
k=O 

The system function in this case is 

H(z) =1 (2.24) 
A(z) 

Where A(z) is the z-transform of the coefficients: 
p 

1: a[k]z -k 

k=O 

The z-transform of the autocorrelation sequence at the output of a linear filter is 

related to the z-transform of the autocorrelation sequence at the input by 

P, H (z) H* (I 
PVV 

(2.25) 

The PSD of the output is obtained by substituting := exp(j2rf) into (2.25'). The 

driving process v[n] is assumed to be a white noise sequence of zero-mean with variance 
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Figure 2.8: The AR process corrupted by additive noise 

of o, '. The PSD of the input is then o, '. i. e. vv 

012 
- (2.26) P4R(f) '2 

1 A(. f )1 

Note that v[n] is an inherent part of the model which is different from the additive 

noise (e. g. measurement noise). When an AR process is corrupted by additive noise 
(e. g. measurement noise) see figure 2.8, it is better described by the ARMA. Since 

the transfer function 
ol 2 0,2 + w[njA[--] (9 9 7) 

A (z) ' -- L-J A(z) 

is a ARMA process. The detection and resolution performance of AR PSD estimators 

degrade in this situation. 

To find the relationship between the AR parameters and the autocorrelation function 

of the data we can MIlItIplýr (2-23) by x*[n - k] and take the expectation as follows; 

p 

k]x[n]l = ýjx*[n - k](- a[z]x[n - i] + t, [n])l (2.28) 

Epi a[i, ]r., -, 
[k - 1] for k>1 

(2.29) 
I: pi-l a[I]i-,, [-I] + 0,2 for k=0 

This is the Yule-\V'alker equation for the AR process. The AR parameters, in this case, 

are derived from the autocorrelation sequence. From the Yule-\Valker equation we can 

2: 3 



see the reason 
- 
for the AR PSD estimators high resolution capability. The autocorre- 

lation lags from 0 to p uniquely describe the autoregressive process of order p. After 

the coefficients a[Il, a[21,. - ., a[p] have been determined from ý. ", [01, 
Iý xx 

[PI 
7 

the lags for Iml >p can be obtained recursively as shown by the Yule-Walker equa- 
tion: 

p 

r (2.30) a[k] ^.,., [m - k] 
k=l 

This implies that an alternative expression for the AR PSD is 

PAR (f p 

IA(f)12 
00 

E exp(j27rfm) (2-31) 

M=-00 
The implied extrapolation of the ACF after Iml >p is the basis for the high-resolution 

capability of the AR PSD estimator. There is no windowing of the autocorrelation 

sequence and thus no accompanying sidelobes as there are for the classical PSD 

estimators. 

The other way to find the AR parameters is based directly on the data without calcu- 
lating the autocorrelation sequence first. The linear prediction method is commonly 

used to formulate the equation directly from the data samples and the least squares 

algorithm is then employed to solve the equation for AR parameters. When the 

amount of data are limited and the estimation of the autocorrelation function is not 

accurate, the least squares methods usually give better results. 

When a transversal filter of lenth M is used as a linear prediction error filter, see figure 

2.9, the salient result of the linear prediction is the normal equation which states that, 

when the transversal filter operates in its optimum condition, the estimation error 

vector -E is normal to the estimation vector d; hence the name "normal equation". 
This can be seen graphically from figure 2.10. e has minimum length only when it is 

perpendicular to the estimate a. Where the tap-weight vector w is defined as 

WT = (WliW2i*** 
iWM) 

The input vector is defined as 

uT [Z] = (ulilluli - 11 
112 U[* m+ 11) 
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Figure 2.9: The prediction error filter 

The desired value at time i is d[i]. We can write the estimation error as 

e[Z] = d[Z] -wHU 
M<Z<L (2-32) 

The estimation error vector E is defined as 

EH= (c[M], e[M + 1], ---, c[L]) 

The limit M and L define the error terms of interest. The desired response vector d 

is defined as 
dH= (d[, ll]. d[., 11 + d[L]) 

VVe can then write (2.32) in matrix form 

E=d-Aw 

where 

(2.33) 

AH= (U[Mj. U[M + 11'... 

, 
u[Lj) 

Let denote t lie minimum error vector when the tap-weight vector is the optimum 

ý%, clgllt Wopt 

min =d- Aw, 
pt 

The normal equation states that 

aH, 
m in = 

(2-34) 

HA H(d 
-A xN'-,, pt) 

xv 11 AHd- "N, 
HAH Aw, pf (2-3-5) 



Z 

Figure 2.10: The orthogon ality principle of the least square algorit hm 

i. 

A'"Aw, pt = AHd 

or 
A Hemin 

= 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

From (2.37) another interpretation of the normal equation is that the error vector 

is orthogonal to the tap-input vector when it is operating at its optimum condition. 
This is also known as the orlhogon-al pr? *Pczplc of the least squarcs a/gori/hm. (2.36) 

will be used by several algorithms described below. The model order of all AR PSD 

estimators in this section is p= 16 which is 1 of the data length. 2 

Autocorrelation Method In this method the AR parameters are es- 

timated bv minimizing an estimate of the prediction error power 

00 p2 

lx[n] +E a[k]x[n - k] (2-38) 
A 

n=-oc k=l 

is assumed that the data. f x[O], x[l]. ---, x[A' - 1]) are observed. Those not M the 

riinge 0< ii <N-1 are set equal to zero. The estimated prediction error power 

is minimized 1-)ý- differentiating (2.38) wilh respect to the coefficient a[k]. From the 
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Figure 2.11: The autocorrelation method spectrum 

normal equation (2.37) 

00 p 
E (x[n] + a[k]x[n. - kj)x*[n - 1] 0,1 2,.. -, p N 

(2.39) 
n=-oo k=l 

or in the matrix form 

ixx[-1] ... ýxx[-p + ij a[l] irr [i 

ý. Vv 
[0] ... i-r-r 1- pl a[2] i.,., [2 

IP 1 ýx-r IP ýXX 101 JLa [p] jL IPI J 

where 
I: N-k-I 

x*[n]x[n, + k] for k=0,11-1p 
ýýxx[k] -, n=O (2.41) 

ýx*, [-kj for k= -L-2,. - ý-(p- 1) 

The Levinson recursion may be used to solve (2.40). The estimate of the white noise 

variance oP is given by 

ým 
t. n 

00 p2 

lx[n] + a[k]x[n -Q 
n=-oo k=l 

00 pp 
1: (x[n] + 1: a[klx[n - k])(. r[n] +E &[k]x[n - kj) 

n=-oo k=l k=l 
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Figure 2.122: The covariance method spectrum 

1 00 p 

[(x[n] + 1: a[kjx[n - k])x*[n] 
n=-oo k=l 

pp 

+ 1: &[k]x[n - k]) E F[k], C[n - k]] (2.42) 
k=l k=l 

The notation ý,,, is used to indicate when the transversal filter is operating at its 

optimum condition, the variance of the output is minimum. The second term is zero 
from the normal equation (2.39). Therefore 

p 
&2 

xx[O] + 1: a[k]ýxx[-k] 
k=l 

(2.43) 

It can be seen from (2.41) that in the estimation of autocorrelation sequence ý,., [n] 

the higher index terms will have fewer terms for averaging. This will cause poor 

resolution. Therefore this method is not recommended for short data records. 

2.3.1.2 Covariance Method In the covariance method all the data points to 

compute ý are observed. No zeroing of the data is necessary. The AR parameters are 
found by minimizing the estimate of the prediction error: 

p 
jx(n] 

n=p 

p2 
E a[k]x[n - k] 
k=l 

(2.44) 
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From the normal equation (2.36) we can get the following relation: 

1,2 [1, P] 0] 
[2,1 [2,2] ... [2, p] [2] 2.0] 

c., [p, [p, 2 [p, P] j [p] [P. 0] 

where 
N-1 
1: x'[n -x [n - p n=p 

and the white noise is estimated as 

A 

Pmtn 

= ýXX [0,0] 
p 

&[k]ýXx[o, k] 
k=l 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

The left side matrix in (2.45) is Hermitian (i. e. c,., [j*, k] = k]) and positive 
semidefinite. It may be solved by Cholesky decomposition. The resolution of the 

covariance method exceeds that of the autocorrelation method. 

2.3.1.3 Modified Covariance Method The modified covariance method es- 
timates the AR parameters by minimizing the average of the estimated forward and 
backward prediction error powers i. e. 

W+ (2.48) 

where N-1 p2 
1: jx[n] + a[k]x[n - k] 

N-P 
(2.49) 

n=p k=l 

N-p-I p2 

(2.50) I: lx[n] + 1: a*[k]x[n + k] 
P n=O k=l 

As in the covariance method the summations only involve observed data. To minimize 
the prediction error power ý is differentiated with respect to a[k] and the result is set 
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Figure 2.13: The modified covariance method spectrum 

to zero. The result can be put in matrix form 

1,2] ... ýXr 11 
, Pl ä(11 ý. r, [i, 0] 

[2, p] [2] ýýr., [2,0] 
(2.51) 

[p, 2] ... ý.. [p, pl ä Ipl i ý. rr[p, 0] 

where 
I N-1 N-p-1 

ýý,, [j, k] = 2(N - p) 
I: x*[n-]*]x[n-k]+ 1: x*[72+j*]x[n+kj (2-52) 

( 

n=p n=O 

and the white noise is estimated as 

&2 = ýXr[0,0] +Z &[k]ý,., [0, k] (2-53) 
k-= 1 

Due to the combination of forward and backward prediction error power which means 
more points to average, this method avoids the spectral line splitting problem and 

gives statistically stable estimates with high resolution. 

2.3.1.4 Burg Metliod The Burg method estimates the reflection coefficients 
( kk) and then uses the Levinson recursion to obtain the AR parameters. Burg pro- 

posed to estimate kk by minimizing the average of the estimates of the forward and 
backward prediction error powers subject to the constraint that the (k - I)-" order pre- 
diction error filter coefficients had already been obtained. i. e. to obtain the estimate 
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Figure 22.14: The Burg spectrum 

of kk we minimize 

+ (2.54) 

where 

k 

N-1 k2 

lx[n] + ak[Z]X[n - 1] (2.55) 
n=k 

1 N-k-i k2 
1: jx[n]+j: aZ[flx[n+flj k- (2.56) 

Nk 
n=O t'=l 

and 
4-i[l1+kký*k-l[k-tj fori= 1,2,..., k- 1 

ak[l] (2.571) 
k'k fo rt=k 

ýk = (I 
- 

lak[k) 12 )ýk-l (2.58) 

Defining the prediction error as 

k 
A 

ef [n] = k x[n] + ak[z']x[n - (2.59) 

k 

ý', Jn] = x[n - k] + ak[zlx[n -k+ 1] (2-60) 

then 

k 
2 

Jýf[njj k (2-61) N-k 
n=k 
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kZ 
lib Ab =: 

1k 
[n] 12 (2.62) 

n=k 

From the lattice filter relation 

and the averaged estimated prediction error power becomes 

N-1 

6b-I 
-Q2+ 

Iýb f 21 E [16f 
l[n] + kk [n (2.65) 2(N - k) 

n=k 

k- k k. -I[n - 1] + kZ6k-l 17111 

To find the optimum reflection coefficient we set the derivative0f k with respect to 
kk to zero 

N-1 
C9Pk INf 

ýb [n E(6k-l[n] 
+ kk 

k _I 
[n k- Ok, k N-k 

n=k 

+( k-l[n - 1] + kk6kf-l[nj)ýf-j[n] 
k 

= 

ýf[n] = ýf-jn] + kk ýb_j [n - (2-63) kkk 

ýb [n] = ýb 
ý. 1 

[n] (2.64) k k-l[n - 1] + kZýf- 

(2-66) 

Solving for kk we have 

kk 
N-1 ýf 

-2En=k 
-jn]ý'* 

[n k k- (2). 6 7) 
I N-1wL 

I [n] 12+ Jýb_j [n 
- 1]12) : 

n=k kk 

(2-67) (2.58) and (2.57) constitute the Burg algorithm. For sinusoidal data, it has 

been observed that the Burg algorithm is subject to line splitting [18] and the peak 
locations are strongly dependent on phase 

eliminate these deficiencies. 

The modified covariance method can 

2.3.2 Moving Average Method 

moving average process of order q, see figure 2.15, is defined as 
q 

x(n] = 1: b[k]v[n. - k] 
k=O 

(2-68) 

: 3. ) 



Figure 2.15: The MA process 

The system function H(z) is 

H(z) = B(z) 
q 

- + 1: b[k]Z 
k=l 

(2.69) 

The z-transform of the ACF at the output is related to the z-transform of the ACF 

at input by 

P,, (z)H(-)H*(Ilz') 

= (2.7 0) 

The MA PSD estimator does not have sharp peaks therefore it is not considered a 
high-resolution method, e. g. see figure 2.16. The PSD of a MA process is obtained 
by substituting -. = exp(12rf) into (2.70) yielding 

2 
Ov PNf A (f ). JB(f) 12 (2.71) 

To find the coefficients b[k] requires the solutions of nonlinear equations. This can be 

seen by multiplying (2.68) by x*[n - k] and take the expectation: 
q 

ýJ. r[njx*[n - k1l = ýf 1: b[l]u[n - I]x*[n - k]) (2.72) 
1=0 
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Figure 2.16: The Durbin MA spectrum 

or q 

1: b[l]r.,, [k - 1] (2.73) 
1=0 

Where the unknowns b[l] and r, jk 1] are coupled together. This is a nonlinear 
equation even the ACF (i. e. r,,,, [k]) can be calculated from the data. Durbin proposed 
the following method to avoid this difficulty, let 1, where A(oo) = 1+1: ', a[k] Z-k, A(oo) k= 

be the system function of an AR process that is equivalent to the MA(q) process. i. 

e. 

or 

B(z) =1 (2.74) 
A(oo) 

B(z) A (oo) =1 (2.75) 

Take inverse z transform of (2.75) and make use of the convolution theorem. We can 
get the following result 

q1 if m=0 

a[? n] + 1: b[n]a[m - nj = (2.76) 
n=l 

0 ifM7ý0 

In practice a high order AR process is used to approximate the infinite order AR 

process. Based on the high-order AR parameter estimations 1, akf (1], ---, a[. 111. A 

set of equations of the form 

q 

a. %f [rn] + 1: b[n]aAf [n - m] (2.7 7) 
n=l 
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v[n) Z-1 
v[n - El 

v[n - 2] 
... Z-1 

v[n - q] 
Z- 

b(l] x ... b[q] x b[O] x 

x [n] 

x a[p] ... x a[2) x a[l) 

z ... Z-1 zI 
x[n - p] x[n - 2] x(n - 1] 

Figure 2.17: The ARMA Process 

can be set up. eMA[rn] will not be zero due to only using finite data records. Estimates 

of the MA parameters are obtained by the minimization of the squared error variance 

I Em eMA[M] 12 

(2.78) 

(1.77) is identical to a forward prediction error filter, with the a[k] parameter taking 

t lic role of data samples. Figure 1.16 is obtained by the Durbiii method ý%'Ith the AR 

order p= 16 and the MA order q= 10. 

2.3.3 Autoregressive Moving Average Method 

The ARMA process, filgure LIT. is defined as 

pq 
1: a[kjx[? i - k] +E b[k]v[n - k] 
k=l k=O 

The system function H(z) is 
H (2.80) 

3-7) 



Where 

B(--) =1 

p 
E a[k]z 
k=l 

q 

1: b[k] 
k=l 

and the z-transform of the ACF at the output is related to the z-transform of ACF 

at the input by 

P -, )H*(llz*) P� (z) H (- 
B(--)B*(llz*) 

= P�, (Z) 
A(z)A*(llz-) 

(2.81) 

The PSD of the ARMA is obtained by substituting :7= exp(1'2rf) into (2.81) yielding 

PARAIA(f) a2l 2 
v AM 

I (2.82) 

The relationship between the coefficients and the ACF is nonlinear. This can be seen 
by multiplying (2.719) by x*[n - k] and take the expectation: 

pq 

ýfx[n]x*[n - k]) a[l]x[n - 1] +1: b[l]v[n - 1])x*[n - k] (2-83) 
1=0 

or q 

+ 1: b[l]r.,.,, [k - 1] (2.84) 
1=0 

The equation is nonlinear due to the two unknowns b[l] and r,, [k - 1] being coupled 
together. Because of the nonlinear nature of the algorithm to solve for the coefficients 
there have been a few algorithms produced for ARMA PSD estimators. Optimal tech- 

niques are computationally intensive. Suboptimal techniques have been developed to 

reduce the computational complexity. These techniques estimate the AR and MA 

parameters seperately, rather than jointly as required for optimal techniques. Typi- 

cally, the AR parameters are estimated first, and then used to construct an inverse 
filter to apply to the original data. The output of this filter is the approximation of 

the NIA process. i. e. 
B(: ), q(,: ) - B(z) 
A(Z) 

(2.85) 

The least square modified Yule-Walker technique [29] for ARMA PSD estimation 

takes this approach. It is a3 steps procedure 
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Figure 2.18: The Least Square Modified Yule-Walker ARMA spectrum 

Estimate the AR parameters by the least square modified Yule-Walker Method. 

The normal equations that result are 

p 

RHR 
ap[l] 0 

(2.86) 

ap[p] 0 

where R is a rectangular Toeplits matrix autocorrelation estimates 

ý.,, [q + 1] ý,, [q] ... ý,., [q p+ 1] 

ý.,., [q + 2] + 1] ... ý.,, [q p+ 21 
(2.87) 

[, I I- PI 

and the ý, is the unbiased autocorrelation estimation. 

Filter the original dal. -i with the filter which has the systern functiol-I 

p 

+ &[k] 
k=l 

3. Estimale Ow MA paranielers from the filter residuals. The Durbin algorithm 

dcscrihed above I'or the NIA process can be used toesiimate Ihc NIA parameters 

b[k]. 
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Figure 2.18 is obtained with the order of the AR part p= 16 and the order of the 
MA part q= 10 which are the same as that of figure 2.16. It can be seen that the 
ARMA model has higer resolution than that of the MA model. 

2.3.4 Eige n analysis- based Methods 

2.3.4.1 Introduction of Subspace Method Signal Processing based on the 

eigenstructure of subspace is the subject of intensive research. The eigendecomposi- 
tion based algorithms can be grouped into two classes: 

signal subspace algorithms : The noise subspace is eliminated to effectively in- 

creased the SNR and thereby enhance the performance. 

noise subspace algorithms : The orthogonal property between the noise and sig- 

nal subspace is exploited to extract the signal frequency information. 

In recent years, eigenspace decomposition approaches have been applied to array 

problems, e. g. Direction Of Arrival(DOA) estimation [7] and array beamforming 

[44]. Eigendecomposition approaches have also been applied to time series spectral 

estimation [6]. It has been shown that it has better resolution than rational transfer 

model parametric techniques especially at lower SNR [29]. Where these latter tech- 

niques often fail to resolve close sinusoids or other narrowband spectral components. 
The basic principle is to divide the original large dimension eigenspace into two small 

orthogonal subspace, i. e. 'signal' and 'noise' subspace. Due to this partition the 

resolution is no longer limited by the SNR. Bienvenu [3] claimed that the resolution 
increases with the observation time tip to infinity if latter can be unlimited. (i. e. if 

the true covariance matrix can be obtained) 

2.3.4.2 Orthogonal Property of The Autocorrelation Matrix Implicit in 

the use of an autocorrelation matrix is the modeling of the L sinusoids as a WSS 

(Wide Sense Stationary) random process which is only possible if the phases are 

assurried to be random. If the process consists of L real signals 
L 

x[n] A, - sin(2-,, fjmT + 01) (2.89) 
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and each signal has a phase which is uniformly distributed in the interval [0,2r] 

independent of the other phases then the mean of the L signals is zero and the ACS 

is 

= 
Ai' 

cos(27rfimT) (2.90) 
2 

If the process consists of L complex sinusoids 
L 

x[n] Ai exp[j(27rfinT + Ot)] (2.91) 

then the ACS will have the form 

Ai exp(j27rfirnT) (2.92) 

When independent white noise w[n], with variance a' is added to the above mentioned 

complex sinusoids then the combined process y[n] = x[n] + w[n] will have an ACS 

r.,., [m] + 

A,. exp(j'27rfimT) + 0,26[M] 

In matrix form it can be expressed as 
L 

Hy + 0,21 R A'em(fi)e i yy im 

+ R,,,,,, 

Where I is an (M + 1) x (M + 1) identity matrix and 

em(fi 
exp(J27rfjT) 

exp(j*27rfiMT) 

Let the eigendecomposition of R,, be denoted as 

Rss Ajvjvff 

in which the eigenvalues have been arranged in decending value 

Al ý! A2 ý! 
... ý! AL+l 

(2-93) 

(2.94) 

(2.95) 

(2-96) 

(2.97) 
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and the eigenvectors (known as principal eigenvectors) are orthonormal. i. e. 

VHV 
if 1 54 1 

i if 1, =I 
(2.98) 

The principal eigenvectors of the signal autocorrelation matrix span the same space 
as the signal vectors. i. e. spanjej, e2, .... eLj = spanjvj, V2, .... vL 1 [23]. An 

alternative representation of identity matrix in terms of the orthonormal eigenvectors 
is 

V-V H 

and ( 2.94) can be rewritten as 

L 
H 21 Ryy =Z Az. vl. vt . +0, 

Z. =1 
L Al 

H2H ZAI-Vivt 

.+ yý 01 viv t* 

1'=l 1. =1 
L Al 

+ 0,2)V. VH + 0,2 V-v 
H 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

Where eigenvectors JV1, V2, ... VLI correspond to the L largest eigenvalues span 

the signal subspace and the remaining eigenvectors jVL+1 
,---, VM I span the noise 

subspace. Since the eigenvecors of a correlation matrix are orthogonal and the signal 

vectors span the same space as the principal eigenvectors then the signal vector is 

orthogonal to the noise eigenvectors including any linear combinations. i. e. 

m 

Si 
I: 

O(k Vk 

(k=L+l 

(2.101) 

This property forms the basis of all the eigen-based frequency estimation algorithms. 
In practice, however, the true autocorrelation sequence normally is not available, 

either the estimation of the correlation matrix is used or we can perform the singular 

value decomposition on the data matrix directly. The singular value is simply the 

positive square roots of the eigenvalues [11-1. 

2.3.4.3 The Decomposition Approaches 

to achieve the decomposition. 
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EigenValue Decomposition (EVD) approach : The EVD of an est imated 
data covariance matrix is used to obtain the spectral modes of the data NN-hich 

are di%, ided into signal and noise spaces. Each spectral mode is described by an 

eigenvalue/eigenvector pair and the power of the mode is equal to its eigenvalue. 
This is a well known subject in linear algebra and there are many algorithms 
available for the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The main dis- 

advantage, however, of this approach is when the matrices become singular (e. 

g. coherent interference or SNR is high in array processing) then the decompo- 

sItion will become ill-conditioned and fail. Another disadvantage is that it is 

necessary to form the estimated covariance matrix which adds to the computa- 
tional costs. 

9. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Approach : The SN, 'D of the data 

matrix X instead of the estimated covariance matrix XTX is performed in this 

approach. The primary advantage of this approach is numerical accuracy. It 

is now generally acknowledged that the SVD is the most reliable method of 
determing the rank numerically and hence the most reliable decompositiom 

[25]. But the disadvantage is that it is computationally intensive. 

2.3.4.4 Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition (PHD) In the PIID algo- 

rithm the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the estimated 

aucorrelation matrix R,,, is used for frequency estimation. For the special case of 
k= Al -I in ( 1.101) the noise subspace will have a single eigenvector VL. The com- 

ponents of this smallest eigenvector is then used as the coefficients of the polynomial. 
The roots of I he polynomial correspond to the sinusoidal frequencies [3.5]. [ 11]. 

2.3.4.5 MUSIC Metliod The multiple signal classification algorithin [39] is 

also based on the orthogonality relation of 

m 

ei E03 
IV 3. = 

j=L+l 

= 1,2,. 

(2.102) 
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Figure 2.19: The MUSIC spectrum 

It estimates the sinusodal frequencies as the peaks of the spectral estimator 

PAIUSIC(f) 
m 12 

(2.103) 
Et . =L+l 

le 
I 

Theoretically when e=e, , the ith sinusoidal frequency, lbmusic(f) --+ 00. In practice 
due to the estimation error a peak will be displayed at or near the sinusoidal frequency. 

2.3.4.6 EigenVector Method Johnson and DeGraaf [20] weighted the noise 

subspace eigenvectors by their corresponding eigenvalues yielding the EigenVector(EV) 

algorithm frequency estimator 

PEV(f) 
Af JeH-ý, . 12 Et'=L+l 

-A, 
(2-104) 

The frequency estimation performance of MUSIC and EV are quite similar. Johnson 

and Degraaf claim that the EV method tends to shape the noise spectrum better 

than the MUSIC. 

2.3.4.7 Minimum Norm Method In ýIUSIC and EV method the noise sub- 

space is represented by several eigenvectors. Kumaresan and Tufts [261 use only one 

vector a to represent the noise subspace. This vector satisfies following three require- 

ments: 
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Figure 2.20: The EigenVector method spectrum 

0.5 

The vector a lies in the noise subspace so that it is orthogonal to the signal 

subspace. 

2. The first element of a is set to I 

3. The Euclidean norm of a is minimum 

The minimum norm spectrum is then calculated as 

PMN 
12 

(2.105) le(f)Ha 

2.4 A Proposed Algorithm for PSD Estimation 

Froin the a, ]. )()\, (, dVcussion, it can be seen that the parametric methods ha%-(, higher 

resolution but they can produce spurious peaks. The Nonparametric methods, on the 

other hand, have lower resolution but they are robust. They can indicate the region 

xý, here signals are located. If the spectrum produced by a nonparametric method, e. 

g. periodogram. and parametric method, e. g. Burg method, are multiplied together. 

sec figure 1.21. tl-icii the true signal spectrum %%, fll be more clearly estimated and the 

spurious peaks will he suppressed. This approach suggest,,, ttiat various PSD algo- 

rithins sliould work in tandem, and make use of the best properties of each indi%-idual 

PSD estimation algorithm. Several PSD estimations using this technique are shown 
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Figure 2.21: The combined PSD estimation method 

An adaptive algorithm using this technique will be shown in Chapter 3. Using this 

approach, the order of the rational transfer function model and the number of signal 
in the eigenanalysis method can be overestimated, the spurious peaks that result will 
be suppressed by the low value in the corresponding part of the nonparametric spec- 

trum. Some results using this technique are shown in figure 2.22 - figure 2.23. In this 

test case the signal is highly embedded in the noise, the SNR is -10 dB. The model 

order is 21 which is about 1 of the record length (N= 64). In figure 2.22(a) and fig- 
3 

ure 2.23(a) the spurious peaks cause difficulity in deciding the true number of signals. 
One of the spurious peaks is even higher than the true signal. In figure 2.22(b) and 
figure 2.23(b) the periodogram alone is unable to resolve these two signals. However, 

when the spectra of these two are multiplied together as shown in figure 2.22(c) and 
figure 2.23(c), the spurious peaks are suppressed. Two nearby signals are now clearly 

shown. 
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Chapter 3 

Sequential PSD Estimation Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

Block PSD estimation methods described in chapter 2 are suitable for applications 

where data is limited and the best performance with the available data is desired. 

In real-time applications longer data are usually available, 1. e. data are continuously 

arriving. The adaptive PSD estimators can track the characteristic of the signal, i. e. 
they can adapt to the changing en%, ironment. The data can be processed sequentially 

either as each new piece of data is received or as a block of data is available. The 

choice, in practice, depends on how fast the digital signal processor ( or general 

purpose digital computer) can compute a single spectrum. If the DSP can compute 

the spectrum very fast then we can process the data as every new piece of data arrives. 
Otherwise we can process the signal after a segment of data is received. No matter 

which technique is used, the signal must be partitioned into frames to be sequentially 

analyzed. The optimum length of each frame depends on the stationarity of the 

signal. The quasi- st ationary situation suggestes the use of shorter data segment. On 

the other hand the use of too short data segments can lead to a biased estimation, 

because low frequencies do not develop sufficiently. These frames can be sequential, 

or overlapped, or with a gap between them. Again the choice mainly depends on how 

fast the processor can compute a single spectrum. 

In this cliaptcr sequential implementation techniques for nonparametric and para- 

nietric PSD cstin-iaotrs are presented. The same data parameters as chapter 2 are 

used except that the number of samples is now 256. As mentioned in chapter 2 the 

AR estimators caii achieve high- resol ut ion. But they may produce spurious peaks if 
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Figure 3.1: The cyclic buffer 

the signal is corrupted by noise. A new adaptive method is proposed. This method 

uses adaptive PHD (APHD) or adaptive line enhancer (ALE) to achieve the high- 

resolution performance, and uses adaptive maximum eigenvector method to enhance 
the signal part and suppress the spurious part of the APHD (or ALE) spectrum due 

to noise. 

3.2 Sequential Periodogram Method 

TO implement, the periodogra, m sequentially Nve can do the FFT transformation after 

ii certain number of samples are acquired. This is called hopped FFT. These samples 

are put in a, short temporary buffer. \, N, hen enough samples are accumulated they are 

appended to ýi c\. then Yclic buffer as sho%vn in figure 3.1. This cyclic buffer is the first 

slýigc of the FFT input data. The number of samples updated each time depends 

on the application. This technique alleviates the computational burden of the DSP 

(digital signal processor) and allows the signal to build up gradually in the input 

buffer. Since the resolution depends on the size of the input buffer. by choosing the 

size of the input buffer we can get the resolution wanted. A 512 points sequential 

1wriodogram using this technique is implemented on the NIOTOROLA Application 
1) In 

Developinent System in real-time. The FFJ' is triggered aftcr cighl sainples are 

ac(luired. Thc (Ictiiil is describcd in chaj)ter 6. 
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III 'igure 3.2: The ping-pong memory configuration 

The restriction of the above method is that the sampling rate has to be fixed. For 

those applications where the sampling rate might change. e. g. a pulsed doppler 

tracking radar might change its PRF (pulse repetition frequency) in different bursts 

to avoid a clutter area, in this case a ping-pong memory configutration as figure 3.2 

can be used. The samples which are acquired by the same sampling rate are processed 

as a block. At the same time the newly acquired samples which might be sampled 

using a different rate are stored in another block of memory. When enough samples 

are acquired then the FFT is triggered to process it. Thus when one block of data is 

processed the other block is used for storing currently sampled data, and vice versa. 

0 3.3 Adaptive Autoregressive PSD Estimator 

The sequential algorithms for adaptive AR parameter estimation fall into two cate 

9 Gradient approximation approach 

9 recursivc least, square approach 

The LNIS Mcan Square) algorithm is the most commonly used gradient lype 

adaptive alo, orill-im. It, is robust and simple therefore it is suitable for rcal-time ap- 
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plications. The RLS (Recursive Least Square) type adapti., ýe algorithms have a faster 

convergent rate at the expense of more computation, however. it is more sensi ti ve to 

finite- word-length effects than the LMS algorithm. For applications in which a slo"Nýer 

convergent rate is tolerable, the LXIS method is appropriate-In this project we only 

consider the LMS adaptive filter for spectral estimation application. 

3.3.1 The LMS Adaptive Spectrum Estimator 

The LMS adaptive filter is computationally simple and gives good result. There are 

numerous research papers, e. g. see [54], about the LMS adaptive linear prediction 
filters since its first introduction by Widrow et. al. in 1975 [47]. It was designated 

an Adaptive Line Enhancer (ALE) due to the initial application of separating the 

line spectrum of the sinusoidal signal from broadband noise. Griff [15] applied it to 

the instantaneous frequency estimation. This is an adaptive AR model of the input 

signal. Consider the adaptive line enhancer of figure 3.3, where 
P 

ý[n] E a[k]*x[n - k] 
k=l 

is the prediction of x at time n. 

e[n] = x[n] - X^[n] (3.2) 

is the estimation error at time n. The mean square error is 

J(a) = ýfc[n]e*[n]j (3-3) 

The mean square error is a real and positive scalar. When J(a) is minimum , the 

filter is said to be operating in the optimum condition in the minimum mean-square 

error sense. Let a' -- (a[l], a[2],. a[p]) be the weighting vector and XT = (x[n - 

1], x[n - 2],. - x[n - p]) be the input vector. x[n] serves as the desired %-alue at time 

n. The estimation error can be written as 

e[n] = x[n] -aHx (3-4) 

aking hermitian transposil ion on both side and recognizing a is constant during the 

filtering period. 
(-[711 =. I- --xHa (3.5) 
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Figure 3.3: The Adaptive Line Enhancer 

Substitute (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.3) 

J(a) = ýje[n]c*[n]j 

= ýJ(x[n] - a"x)(x*[72] - xHa)j 

= ýjx[n]x*[n]j -a 
HýIXX- [n] I_ ýIX[711XH ja+a HýIXXH )a 

= ol 
2_aHp-pHa+aH Ra d (3.6) 

Where p= ýfxx*[n]j and R= ýJxx"J. Therefore J(a) is a second-order function 

of the tap weight a. It has a bowl-shape surface with a unique minimum point. To 
find the optimum weight vector at this point we differentiate J(a) with respect to a 

and set the result to zero. 
OJ(a) a2-aHP-PHa+aH 

Ra) 
aa - aa 

(Od 

- -2p + 2Ra 

= 

i. 

Ra, pt =P (3-8) 

a, pt = R-lP (3.9) 

The gradient, txpe adaptive algorithms use the formula: 

A(n + 1] = A[n] -p7 J(a) 

a+ 2p(p - Ra) (3-10) 
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Figure 3.4: The spectral analysis based on the output of ALE 

to estimate a at time index n+I from the previous estimate at time index n. (3.8) 

is the Wiener-Flopf equation for the optimum linear prediction filter. To find a,, pt, R 

and P have to be known exactly. In practice, however, they are unknown. The LMS 

algorithm uses the following approxii-riate for p and R 

x[n]x*[n] 

xx 

This yields 

a[n + i[n] + 2p(xx*[nj _ XxHa) 

A[n) + 2lix(x*[n] _ xHa) 

A[72] 2jtc*[? -tjx (3.11) 

There are two ways of getting the PSD from the ALE. One is from the output of the 

ALE (ALEO) as shown in figure 3.4. The other is from the weights of the ALE ( 

ALEW) as shown in figure 3.5. 

3.3.2 The Effect of The Filter Length 

The choice of the prediction filter length is perhaps the most difficult because it de- 

pends on the structure of the input states [1,51. Zeldler (53] finds a optimum prediction 
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Figure 3.5: The spectral analysis based on the weight of the ALE 

filter length for a narrow band signal by extensive computer simulation to be 

fs 
(3-12) 

a 

Where fs is the sampling frequency and a is the bandwidth of the input signal. \Vhen 

the SNR of the data is high then a shorter filter length can be used. When the SNR 

is decreased, it requires a longer filter length to resolve close by spaced sinusoidal 

signals. Since the signal corrupted by noise is no longer an autoregressive process 
hut an ARMA process, i. e. the signal is generated equivalent to passing a white 

rioise sequence through a linear filter ha\, Ing transfer function H(C. ': ) and H(,,: ) has 

both poles and zeros, and it needs an infinite order AR process to perfectly match 

a. ARMA process. Therefore the presence of signal zero requires an infinite long 

prediction filter length for perfect spectral representation. 

3.3.3 The Effect of Step Size y 

The choicc of ,I cp siz(, p determines bot ht he rate of convergence and the steady st al c 

mean-squared error. The convergence is assured if 

1) 

Lr, [O] 
(3. 

the lenl--th of the prediction filter and r, [O] = cX[1112 's the signal pow r Where L i, IC 

level [1,7)]. Bershad I'ound that the optimum selection of p 1'ý a complicated function 



of the filter length, the initial weight setting, the Wiener weights. and the number of 
learning samples [1]. Widrow [481 found an approximation relationship between the 

time constant of learning curve. filter length L, and the total power of the input to 
be 

L 
4[itr[R] 

(3.14) 

Where tr[R] is the total power of input, i. e. the quantity L r,, [O] in (3.12), which 
is generally known. Widrow also found the relationship between misadjustment M, 

time constant of learning curve, and number of weights to be 

L 
47- 

(3.15) 

In general the transient will die out after 4 time constant (i. e. 4-r). If we call the 4-Tas 

the settling time then a rule of thumb is that the misadjustment equals to the number 

of weights divided by the settling time. Where the misadjustment is defined as the 

ratio of the excess mean-squared error to the minimum mean-squared error. From 

the required M we can find -r from (3.15) given L. In turn from (3.14) we can find ji 

given the total power of input Lr, [0]. This will give a starting point of choosing it. It 

needs fine tuning to find a appropriate it for. the application at hand. When the SNR 

of the input is high, in general increasing y will increase the resolution capability of 

the ALE. 

3.4 Adaptive Eigenanalysis- based PSD Estimators 

3.4.1 The Adaptive Algorithms 

To implement eigenanalysis- based algorithms for real-time applications, il is necessary 

to rmike them adapt to the changing conditions in the signal or environment. There 

is ii-iterisive research about adaptive algorithms. They can be summarized as follows. 

1. ., \daptl\-e Eigenvalue Decomposition Approach: 

e Time varying estimation of the data correlation matrix : 

Rk-,, = aRk + (I - O-)Xk-lXtk+l (3.16) 
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9 Rank-one EVD updating. Suppose R= UDUT then 

Rk+l ---::: 

where 0= UTXk+l 

allD UT + (1 
- O)Xk+lXtk+l 

U(aD + (1 _ apot)UT (3.17) 

e solve aD + (1 - a)0,3' iteratively. This will avoid the need to do the 

eigendecomposition from scratch again and will speed up the convergence. 

Adaptive Singular Value Decomposition Approach: 

Instead of working on the estimated correlation matrix ft, the SVD (Singular 

Value Decomposition) works directly on the data matrix. If X= UEVT is the 
SVD of the data matrix, where 

X= [x[1}, x[2],... �x[m]] 
X[P] X[p + 1] ... x[P +L- 1] 

X[p X[P] ... x[P + L] 
(3.18) 

X[I] x[2] ... x1p] 

is the data matrix, E is the diagonal matrix with the singular values on the 

main diagonal, then the eigenvalue decomposition of XXT is given as 

XXT = (UEVT)(UEVT) 

UEVTVF JUT 

UE2UT (3-19) 

The singular \'alues of X are the positive square roots of the eigen\-alues of XX" 

and the left singular vectors, i. e. the column of U, are the eigenvectors of XXT . 
I Tpdating the SVD of X when a column is appended corresponding to a rank 

one modification of the symmetric eigenproblem of XXT . The recursiw' SN"D 

procedure is similar to the recursi\-e EVD. i. e. the new SVD is based on I he old 

singular x! alue phis some modification based on the neN\, data. The purpose is 
to avoid doing the decomposition from the begining again hence speed up the 
decomposition process. 
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3. LNIS Approach : 

The update algorithm is as follows : 

w'(k) = w(k - 1) - lit(k) (3.20) 

where w(k) is the normalization of the transversal filter weight vector w' and /I 
is a small positive constant. t(k) is an estimator of the gradient of mean square 

value of the error output respect to w. This adaptive algorithm can be used 
to track the minimum eigenvector or maxmimum eigenvector of the correlation 

matrix. It will be described more fully in the following section. 

3.4.2 The Adaptive Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition Algorithm 

Thompson developed an adaptive spectral analysis technique [44] for unbiased fre- 

qency estimation in the presence of white noise which is a real-time implementation of 
Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition (PHD) method. The main improvement of this 

method is that it overcomes the frequency bias of the AR spectral estimator when the 

AR pro(-ess is observed in the presence of additive noise. Thompson pointed out that 

the LMS prediction-error filter based on the AR model will give a biased frequency 

estimation in the presence of noise because the sinusoid-plus- noise input cannot be 

modeled as an AR process. The original PHD method is an off-line procedure that 

assumes knowledge of the covariance matrix R. The PHD procedure for matrix R 

consists of 

141 1. 'inding the minimum eigenvalue h whose multiplicity is denoted by m. 

2. Computing an eigenvector qL that corresponds to ýL- 

3. Computing the roots z=1,21 L of the polynomial whose coefficients are 

the components of qj 

It can be shown [44] that r of the roots. where r= L-m, are of unit modulus with the 

forni 
--, =i -- 1,2, ---, r, where 0, identify harmonic frequencie,, cow ained in R. 

The PHI) tecliniqtie provides a frequency estimation that is uneffected by Nvfiite noise 
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WL Algorithm 
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where weight adaptive algorithm : Wk+1 Wk -, ux(k)Yk 

Figure 3.6: The Adaptive Pisarenko Harmonic Decomposition filter 

at the expense of considerable computation. The adaptive method of continuously 

seeking the minimum eigenvector of R can be obtained by constraining the weight 

vector to have a unit norm, see figure 3.6 i. e. 

L 

wHw- 
Zwi 

. 

1. =o 

(3.21) 

This is derived as follows: Let the modal matrix of R be denoted by Q and be defined 

as 
[qo, ql, ---, qL1 

Where qL is the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue ýL- 

QQH = QHQ =I 

QHRQ =A= dz'ag[Ao, A,, ---, ALI 

\, \, 'here Ao >, >, ---. > ýL are the eigenvalues of R. Define 

v= QHw and w= Qv 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.2,5) 

xr i, epresents the weiglit \, (, (-I, or w in the modal coordinate s-N-st em const t-ucted bY using 

s asa bass. The cost function Ihc eigenvect, or I 

H 
ýCJUkYk 



ýfw H xx H wl 

wH Rw 

wH QAQHW 

vH Av 
L 

v 2A, (3.26) 
2=0 

and the unit norm constraint becomes 

WHW VHQHQV 
vHv 

L 

v2 (3.27) Z 
l=O 

in which v, denotes the Ah component of the vector v. Since Ao > A, *> ALi 
J is minimized subject to the constraints (3.27) when VL = ±1 and vi =0 for all 
i :ýL. The corresponding w obtained from (3.25) is w= ±qL which is the eigenvector 
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue within an arbitrary sign. 

Assume that the adaptive filter input consists of white noise with variance o, ' plus 

some number of sinusolds. According to the definition of eigenvalue and eigenvector 

RqL =-- ALqL = 0,2 qL (3.28) 

Take norm on both side 
IlRqLll = 11 0,2 qL 11 = or2 (3.29) 

The effect, of the tinit norm constraint in this situation is to fix the noise power at 

11-w filter output the same as the input white noise power. Any \-ariation in w within 

tfic constraint varies on]y the sinusoidal contributions to the output power. These 

sinusoldal contributions N, 611 be made to vanish in order to minirruze the out put power. 

Therefore the unit norm constrained filter will seek to place its zeros on the unit 

circle at the input smusoid frequencies and will provide unbiased frequency estimates 

independent of the white noise component. 

The spectral estimation procedure for the unit norm constrairied adapt]vc filter can 

be summarized as follows : 
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Calculate the output 

Yk ::::: WH Xk 

2. Calculate the instantaneous gradient estimate 

XY 

I Calculate the weight for next time index 

I 
Wk+l :: ---: Wk - YXkYk 

where it is a small positive scalar constant. 

4. Normalization 
I Wk+l 

Wk+l:: -- 
W/H wl ]1/2 1 

k+l k+l 

3.5 The Proposed Adaptive Frequency Estimator 

The adaptive PHD transversal filter continuously tracks the minimum eigenvector of 
the signal. A variation of it is to track the maxmium eigenvector which corresponds 
to the signal subspace. This is derived as follows. 

For stationary signal, the output of the transversal filter is 

=WH x (3.30) 

Update the weight of the transversal filter as 

w[k + 1] = w[k] pt 

= w[k] + itx[k]y[k] (3-31) 

The cost function J is as (3.26). J is maximized subject to the constrains of (3.2 7) 

when co = ±1 and tý, =0 for all i :ý0. The corresponding eigenvector obtained 
from (3.25) is w= ±qO. Therefore y[k] will converge to A,,,,, and w will be the 

corresponding eigenvector. The effect of unit norm constraint in this case is to place 

the zeros of the transversal filter corresponding to the signal zeros away from the unit 

circle at the input sinusoidal frequencies. The eigenvector qO will give the spectrum 
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of the principal components. It has low resolution as expected. However. it faithfully 

indicates the region where signals are located. If another high-resolution spectrum is 

multiplied with the principal component spectrum the true signals will be enhanced. 
Two PSD estimations using this technique are shown in figure 3. T. In figure 3. T(a) - 
(c) the spurious peaks compete with true signals. Without the prior knowledge of the 

true signals being at the normalized frequency of 0.2 and 0.22, it is not clear ýý'hich 

are the true signals. However, when they are multiplied with the spectrum of (d), 

the true signals are now more clearly estimated as shown in (e) - (g) respectively. 
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Chapter 4 

Performance Test of PSD Estimators 

4.1 Introduction 

In evaluating various PSD estimators, indexes for a quantitative evaluation are not 

available since the true spectrum is not normally available as a reference. Thus visual 

inspection is very often the only means for the analysis and comparison of the spectral 
features. In this chapter various PSD estimators are tested by investigating the reuslt 

of the estimation when certain factors are changed. The key factors that affect the 

performance of the estimator in different categories are 

1. Nonparametric Methods 

SNR 

o Data Length 

Window 

2. Parametric Methods 

(a) Rational Transfer Function Model 

9 Order of the model 

e SNR 

(b) eigenanalysis-ba. sed Methods 

4p number of sinusoidal signal estimation 

9 SNR 

order of the correlation matrix 
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The factor is changed to see its effect on the various performances of the estimator, 
e. g. frequency resolution capability, frequency bias, spurious peaks etc., This will 
give some ideas about when the performance of the estimator is degraded and the 
result is thus not reliable. Knowledge gained from the simulation is also helpful in 

choosing a suitable estimator when some a priori information about the environment 
is available. 

4.2 Performance Test of Block PSD Estimators 

4.2.1 The Effect of Record Length 

When the frequency separation between two sinusoids is greater than where N NT 

is number of samples and 1- is the sampling rate, then these two signals can be T 

distinguished by all PSD estimators. This is because taking N samples of a sinusoidal 

signal is equivalent to multiplying an infinitely long data sequence by a rectangular 

window of width NT. In the frequency domain this is equivalent to convolving the 
line spectrum of the sinusodial signal with a sinc function with width of So two NT 
sinusoidal signals closer than -L can not be distinguished. This is the resolution NT 

limit of the classical nonparametric PSD estimators due to the windowing effect. 
Parametric methods have higher resolution capability by getting rid of the windowing 

effect. A test case can show the effect of the record length. The test scenario is 

f, = 0.2 

f2= 0.22 

N = 64 

SNR = lOdB 

Note that T is assumed 1 sec. for simplicity. In this case '- --I- = 0.016 so A and NT - 64 

f2 can be resolved. See figure 4.1. when the record is reduced so that Af is smaller 

than -L than the classical methods are unable to resolve them. These can be seen NT 

from figure 4.2. The two equal power test frequencies are 

fl = 0.2 
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f2= 0.22 

SA'R = lOdB 

N= 30 

The classical methods are unable to resolve these two signals. Since -I- = 0.33 is bigger 30 

than the frequency separation of the signals. While all the parametric methods are 
able to resolve these two signals. It is interesting to note that the NIN'SE method 
which belongs to the nonparametric method also can resolve these two signals. This 

justifies the statement made in [23] that MVSE exhibits more resolution than Fourier 

estimators but less than that of an AR spectral estimator. 

4.2.2 The Effect of SNR 

In practice, the signal is usually corrupted by noise. Sometimes the strength of the 

signal can be very small. In this section the resolution capability of PSD estimators 

is tested against different SNRs. The amplitude of the signals are assumed 1. The 

noise is assumed to be white gaussian noise with variance o, '. The S. XR is defined as n 

SNR = 10log 
A 

20r2 
n 

(4.1) 

The spectrum of the periodogra, m can be thought as the output of IN equal bandwidth 

bandpass filters with normalized bandwidth of '. The energy of the periodic signal NT 

is concentrated into one single filter. While the energy of the white noise is spread 
into N filters. When the power of the signal and the noise are equal, 1. e. SNR = OdB. 

The signal spectrum will be 10 log N dB above the noise floor. When IN is big, the 

periodogram is a. very good technique for detecting a periodic signal buried deeply in 

Tiolse. e. g. Thc VEP signal. Also when N' is big the resolution limit of thc periodogram 

is very small, so it also has good resolution capability. The problem comes when 

the amount of available da, ta. are limited. This may be due to genuine lack of data 

oi- due to the consideration of stationarity or due to the requirement of fast reaction 

l ime. In this situation the parametric high-resolution techniques can be applied. The 

main concern about techni(jues is their performance in the low S\,, R iltuation. 

, I)o it is verý- important to investigate their performance in different ')NR situations. 

The frequency separation of two tcsl signals is fixed at thc critical value of 'i 
NT' 

11 is 
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assumed that T is 1 second. The SNR of these two equal power signals are changed 
gradually from 30 dB to 0 dB in step of 10 dB. See figure 4.3 , figure 4.6. 

4.2.3 The Effect of Phase Difference 

If the true autocorrelation sequence (i. e. not the estimated one) is used for calculating 
the spectrum of parameters then the phase difference between signals does not influ- 

ence the spectrum estimation. This is because signals are assumed uncorrelated and 
the phase information between them is lost due to the ensemble average. However, in 

reality we normally use time average to repalce the ensemble average and the number 

of data is usually limited, so it is expected that the phase difference between signals 

will have some influence on the perfori-nance of PSD estimators. e. g. Burg method 
has been reported to be subject to line splitting and peak positions are strongly de- 

pendent on phase [10]. Since the periodogram operates directly on the data, it is 

most effected by the phase difference between signals. In this test the frequency of 
two signals are fixed at fi = 0.2 and f2 = 0.22. The phase difference between them 

is changed from 0 degree to 180 degree in step of 45 degree. It can be seen that the 

classical methods are highly affected by the phase difference between signals while 

the parametric methods are less affected by the phase difference, see figure 4.7 , 
figure 4.11 This is because during the derivation of parametric methods the signals 

are assumed uncorrelated and the phase is assumed random. 

4.2.4 The Effect of Relative Power 

In practice the amplitude of different signals are usually different, so it is of interest 

to see the behaviour of the PSD estimators in a different relative power situation. In 

applying PSD estimators, the issue of spectral estimation and parameter estimation 

should not be confused. The spectral amplitude of nonparametric methods and ra- 

tional transfer function model parametric methods bears a relationship to the power 

of the input. While the eigenanalysis based parametric methods do not. The lat- 

ter are actually parameter( 1. e. frequency) estimators. The peaks in the spectrum 

just indicate the frequency of the signals. Therefore it is not suprising to see that 

the relative power variation has little influence of the appearence of their spectrum. 
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One particular PSD estimator worth mention is the NR'SE. Its peak amplitude is an 
indication of the power of the sinusoid. Therefore when the relative power between 

signals is changed it will truly reflect the change. The frequency of two test signals 

are the same as before and the relative amplitudes between them are 0.5.0.25 and 
0.1, see figure 4.12 - figure 4.14. The amplitude of the bigger one being normalized 
to one. 

4.2.5 The Effect of A Nearby Signal 

The presence of a third signal doesn't influence the resolution capability of the PSD 

estimators as long as all components are __L_ apart. When there are multiple signals NT 

present the calssical methods may have detection problems due to the spectrum leak- 

age, if their amplitudes have big differences. In this test 3 equal power signals are 

present. Two signals located at f, = 0.2 , f2 = 0.22 and the third signal is moving 

toward them from 0.4,0.3 and 0.25, see figure 4.15 - figure 4.17. 
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4.3 Performance Test of Sequential PSD Estimators 

4.3.1 Introduction 

If the signal is stationary, or slowly changing, the sequential estimators mentioned in 

chapter 3 can be employed to do the PSD estimation in real-time. In this section we 
compare the performance of these sequential PSD estimators, i. e. adaptive maximum 
eigenvector method (AMAXEV), adaptive line enhancer (ALE), and adaptive PHD 
(APHD). 

The general form for updating the weights of ALE is 

WL[k + 1] WL[k] + 2jte[k]x[k - Zý] (4.2) 

Where 

W= O-VO, 7-Vl, ***, IIVL- 1 
)T 

(x[k- L], x[k-L - 1], -.., x[k- L- L+ 1])T 

L is the prediction distance of the filter in unit of the sampling period. We can see 
from (4.2) that there are 4 variables which we can control. namely 

1. The length of the filter. 

2. The step size y. 

3. The estimation of the gradient 

The prediction distance A. 

The LMS algorithm uses ex as the estimate of the gradient which is a stocastic 

gradient estimate. Haweel et. al. [19] have studied statistical methods to estimate 
the gradient. They claimed that Nvhen there is impulsive interference, the median 

estimation of the gradient has good performance. However, if the signal is stationary 

or the characteristics of the signal are changing slowly, the simple estimation ex is 

appropriate and is N%'idely used. The prediction distance L has been sho%N, n [5-41 to 

lia\, (, influence on the noisc suppression capabilitý- of the ALE. In this chapter N%, e 
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use ex as the estimation of gradient. and A=I as used in the conventional AR 

time-series analysis techniques. The filter length L and step size p are assumed fixed 

to see the response of the adaptive PSD estimators to different input situations. 

4.3.2 The Detectability Test 

The test scenario is a single sinusoid embeded in white noise. The normalized fre- 

quency of the sinusold is 0.2, the order and the step size y of the adaptive filter are 20 

and 0.001 respectively. The adaptive process is stopped at N= 512 and the resulting 
PSD is then investigated. When the SNR is 5 dB, it can be seen from figure 4.18 - 
figure 4.20 that all four methods can detect the presence of the sinusoid, except that 

the bandwidth of the AMAXEV is quite wide. However, its peak \'alue is at f=0.2. 

When the SNR deteriorates to -5dB, it can be seen that the APHD is less influenced 

by the noise while ALEW has spurious peaks and more bias. 

4.3.3 The Fý-equency Resolution Test 

4.3.3.1 The Effect of SNR The test scenario is f, = 0.2, f2 = 0.22, SNR = 
10dB. The other parameters are the same as before. It can be seen that the ANIAXEV 

is unable to distinguish these two sinusoids. However, it indicates the location of them. 

When the SNR is high ALEO, ALEW, and APHD all can resolve those two signals. 

However, when the SNR is decreased and with y fixed, the variance in the ALE weight 

vector noise increases, and the resulting spectral estimation will be degraded. This 

can be seen from figure 4.21 - figure 4.9-3. 

4.3.3.2 The Effect of Relative Amplitude The test scenario is the same as 

before, except I 1-iat the ai-riplitude of f2 is changed. The amplitude of f, is fixed at 

1. \Vbllc tlic amplitude of f-2 is changed to 0.5,0.2-5,0.1 respectively. It can be seen 

from figure -1.2-1 - figure 4.26 that the ALEO can reflect the power changing while 

., \LEVV and APIID should be considered as an frequency indicator rather than PSD 

estimator. Because their amplitude do not indicate the true power. 

4.3.3.3 The Effect of Relative Phase In this test the phase of fl is fixed while 

the phase of f2 is changed from 0 degree to 45.90.135, and ISO degree respect, %-ely. 

3 
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It can be seen from figure 4.27 , figure 4.31 that the phase difference does not affect 
the performance of the adaptive PSD estimators. 
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Chapter 5 

Detection of Visual Evoked Potential 

Using PSD Techniques 

5.1 Introduction 

Some of the previously investigated PSD estimation techniques have been appplied 

to the detection of the steady state VEP (Visual Evoked Potential). The N, "EP is 

generated by stimulating the eye with a light flash and recording electrical activity 

on the scalp. This periodic signal is corrupted by a great deal of the spontaneous 

EEG (Elect ro en ceph alography) and additive white noise (10 YV noise 0.1 ItV VEP). 

The spontaneous EEG consists of the following components: 

I- Delta: This activity is found in the deep sleep state. Its frequency range is 
below 4 Hz. 

2. Theta: This activity is found in the alert state. Its frequency range is from 4 

Hz to 8 Hz. 

3. Alpha: This is an almost sinusodial signal with frequency from 8 Hz to 13 Hz. 

In a stable and relaxed condition with eye closed the spontaneous EEG activity 

is usually dominated by alpha rhythm. This activity is usually abolished by 

opening the eves. 

1. Beta: This a fast activity and is detectable in most normal EEG signals in the 

frequency range greater than 12 Hz. 
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When tfie c%, e *II is repeatedly stimulated by a flash. the brain will generate a signal 

with corresponding frequency. The magnitude of that voltage is very small. It can 
be about -L of the order of the spontaneous EEG activity which is in the range of 10 
10 - 100pV. Besides spontaneous EEG there are also additive white noise so the 

VEP is usually embeded in the unwanted signal and noise. This VEP signal can be 

used to monitor human performance, for example, pilot alertness. The VEP occupies 

the same frequency band as the spontaneous EEG but it is periodic. If we apply the 

Fourier transform to the measured data, the effect of the FT is to concentrate the 

eriergy of the periodic signal into a narrowband filter while spreading the energy of 

tfie additive white noise over a wide band of frequencies. It is much easier to detect 

the presence of the VEP in the frequency domain than in the time domain. Therefore 

the PSD technique is used for this purpose. 

In this real-time PSD application the main issues are : 

1. The detecta, bility: Since the signal can be smaller than the noise the PSD 

estimator used must be able to cope with this difficult situation. 

2. The speed of response: Since this is a real-time application, we would like to 

get the response as soon as possible. Thus the PSD estimator should use as few 

samples as possible and calculate the PSD as fast as possible. 

The periodogram is used to estimate the PSD because it is robust and fast. The 

sampling rate is 200 Hz and 1024 points FFT is used to do the DFT. So it takes 
1024 

- 5.12 sec. to get one set of the PSD estimation. When the SNR is 0 dB, the 200 

spectrum will be 10 log 1024 30 dB above the noise floor. This is the advantage of 

doing the detection in the frequency domain. The resolution in this case is 200 0.2 1024 

Hz which is adequate. The price paid for the detectability and frequency resolution 

by using periodogram method is the reaction time. The sequential periodogram using 

a. cYclic input bulfci- as described in chaptei- 3 is used to gi\, e a smoot h real-time PSD 

estimation and display. \Vhen the VEP is changing the PSD is gradually built-up, 

i. e. Ilic se(piciOlal i)('nodo-i'ain caii Ii'ack the \-ariation of the VER 11(m-evei-, it Still 

needs 5.12 sec. to T, cach the steady state VEP rep resent at ion. In order to reduce the 
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Figure 5.1: The VEP response of a pilot 

number of samples needed for detecting the VER The MUSIC method is employed. 
If we preprocess the data to get rid of the spontaneous EEG then wc havc the a priori' 

information that the number of signals is one. This prior information is essential for 

the MUSIC method. 

In this chapter we compare the performance of the MUSIC and periodogram PSD 

estimation method when they are applied to the detection of VER We chose the 
MUSIC algorithm in particular for comparison because we are primarly interested in 

the frequency estimation of the periodic signal, and MUSIC is basically a frequency 

estimator. It will give a clean frequency domain picture. The Periodogram on the 

other hand has a noisy appearance. 

5.2 The Description of Experimental Data 

The EEG signals coritairi a ()'T'cat deal of information including some related to the 

processing. by Ow brain, of %'isual data.. T[iese signals are extremely small (a few 

microvolts ) and are notorriously difficult to detect even in a benign and controlled en- 

viroriment. However, a new noninvasive technique has been developed in this research 

to enable the acquisition of these biopotential signals by the non-specialist, with a 

ininimurn of discomfort to Ilic subject. Sophisticated signal piý()(-(, ssing algorithms. 

e. g. filtering, PSD estimation ... etc. , 
have been developed which will extract the 
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Figure 5.2: The partition of data to form matrix 

required visual information from other neural activity, even in the presence of noise 
from environment. Figure 5.1 illustrates the results of applying the algorithm to a 

pilot /instrument interaction. In this case the pilot attends the instrument I (i. e. the 

upper frequency in the figure), then his attention moves to the instrument 2 (i. e. the 
lower frequency in the figure), then returns to instrument 1. The amplitude of the 

signal is an indication of the degree of attention. The sampling rate is 200 Hz. The 

VEP corresponding to instrument I and instrument 2 have frequency of 2 -1 Ilz ( nor- 

malized frequency - 0.135) and 23 Hz (normalized frequency 0.115) 200 200 
respectively. 

5.3 The Snap Shot Implementation of MUSIC Algorithm 

The number of samples collected in this experiment is 4096. In order to process the 

data in continuous fashion, the total record is broken into segments ý%'hich are referred 

to as snap shots. The size of each segment is referred to as the aperture size. The dat a 

rnatrix is formed by further partitioning the aperture into subapertures as shoNNrl in 
figure 5.2. Let N be the aperture size, 1. e. the number of samples per snap shol . and 
C be the stibapet-ttire size, i. e. the coluinit numbers of the data nlatnx. III 111alrix 
form the data matrix is formed as (5.1). A program called VEP was written for the 

evaluation of the VEP signals. The flow chart is shown in figure 5.3 and the program 

is in appendix I- 
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OW 

x= 

xc XC-1 ... XI 

Xc+i XC ... X2 

x*x*. 23 Xc+i 

X3 X4 ... XC+2 

xxx N-C+l IV-C+2 N 

(5.1) 

5.4 Comparison of Periodogram and MUSIC Frequency IYack- 

ing Performance 

Because the VEP was deeply embeded in the noise, the periodogram needs a long 

record to detect its presence. While the MUSIC method being blessed by thc priori 
knowledge of number of signals needs less data. The 32 point periodograms of the 

VEP signal are shown in figure 5.4. It can be seen that it can not resolve the two VEP 

frequencies. The 3D spectogram, figure 5.5, of MUSIC clearly tracks the variation of 

the frequencies of the VEPs. It starts at upper frequency ( 0.135 ) and then shifts to 

lower frequency VEP ( 0.115 ) and back to upper frequency (0.135) again. 

5.5 Some Comments 

The MUSIC algorithm needs the information of a number of signals. In this applica- 

tion it is one. So it will avoid the spurious peaks if we preprocess the data by passing 

the ra, N%, N,, 'EP through a band-pass filter. Occasionaly there will be harmonics of the 

VEP signals. Since the eigenvalues corresponding to these frequencies are smaller 

'issocia, ted with the fuiidaniewal frequencý-. NIVSIC \%, III peak out the thaii 1he wic (- 
fuu(Jaxnei-ital fi-cqueiwy which is what \%, c want. The problem to implemew the NIU- 

SIC algorithm in real-time is that it is computationlly intensive. However, faster DSP 

chips hax. -e been designed, as will be mentioned in chapter 7, and parallel algorithms 

can be employed to speed up the computation. 
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Figure 5.3: The flow chart of program VEP 
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Figure 5.4: The 3D Spedrograrn Display of Perloclogram Method 
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Figure 5.5: The 3D Spectrogram Display of MUSIC Method 
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Chapter 6 

The Real-Time Implementation of PSD 

Estimators 

6.1 Introduction 

There are two approaches used in this research to implement real time PSD estima- 
tion. First a development system is used. Second a digital signal processing board 

is constructed to do the real-time PSDE. They are real-time processing because thcy 

have connection with outside world ,, Ia A/D and D/A and it can keep pace with 

real world events. The digital signal proceesor used is the MOTOROLA 56001. The 

first approach has the advantage of fast development time. The development system 

used is the MOTOROLA DSP56000 ADS (Application Development System). The 

second approach has the advantage of stand-alone capability. When the program is 
developed and debugged on the development system, the program is transferred to 

I_", PlIOMs. After power-up it automaticallý, takes the data from A/D, executes the 

-s the output on the oscilloscope. It does not need scquential penodogram and displaý 

ýi host computer. 

6.2 The Development System Approach 

Tfie DSP56000 ADS consists of an Application Development Module (ADNI). a Host- 

13tis Interface Board. and a software prograrn. The ADNI contains a I)SP. -)()'()()l proces- 

sor and control circuitry. The software program interacts witli the user and coritrol, 

I lie AD. M. The DSP56001 ADS has 2K x 24 bits of monitor EPROM and x 2-1 

bits of static RAM on the DSP56001 bus. These RANIs are partitioned using a full 
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Figure 6.1: The DSP56000 ADS 

decoding scheme implemented by jumpers and PAL (Progammable Array Logic) to 

allow the user to configtire the RAM in all three of the memory rnal)s. Thcrc are 2-1 

coinnian(ls avallable iii f0tir I-)asi(, calagorw,,: ineTnorY. regisler niodification. file 1/0, 

ADM execution control arid miscellaneous tasks. 

The DSP56ADC16 EValuation Board (EVB) is a complete A/D and D/A conversion 

system for either stand-alone operation or use in conjunction with the DSP56000 ADS. 

In this case the DSP56ADC16 A/D part is interfaced directly to the SSI (Synchronous 

Serial Interface) receiver port of the DSP56001 chip on the DSP56000 ADS. The D/A 

part of the DSP56ADC16 is connected to the DSP56001 SSI transmitter port. This 

tdloN%, s analog signals to be con\'erted to digital form, received and processed by the 

I)SP. 56001 Lising DSP algorithms. and then sent back to the D/A com, el'ter'. This 

completes a, programmable da, ta acquisition and processing system. The output of 

the D/A is connected to the oscilloscope for displaying in real-time as shown in figure 

6.1. Additionally the data can be logged and analyzed off-line. 

6.2.1 The Real-Time Sequential Periodogram Implemented on The De- 

velopment System 

A sequential periodogram is implemented on the development sý-stem to scc i he VEP 

response signal in real-time. The flow chart is shown in figure 6.2. There are two 
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input data buffers. The main buffer is 512 points long. This is the input buffer that 

the FFT is operating on. The tempory buffer is 8 samples long - When 8 samples 

are accumulated they are copied to the main buffer (which is a cyclic buffer) and the 
FFT is triggered to process the data. The program is in appendix B. 

Figure 6.2: Flow chart of the main program of the sequential periodogram imple- 

mented on DSP56000ADS 
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Figure 6.2: Flow chart of the interrupt service subroutine of the sequential peri- 
odogram Implemented on DSP56000ADS (cont. ) 
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Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the Digital Signal Processing Board 

6.3 The Design of A Digital Signal Processing Board 

The block diagram is as shown in figure 6.3. The complete circuit diagram is shown in 

the appendixes. In this project it is used in stand-alone mode. The pei'lodogram PSD 

estimator is burnt into EPROMs, when powered up it will execute the program au- 

tornatically. The program is written in MOTOROLA DSP56000 assembly language. 

The MOTOROLA DSP56000 Application Development System is used for program 
development. The algorithm is the same as that implemented on the development 

system except the memory map for the peripherals are different. 

6.3.1 The Analog to Digital Converter 

The ADC574 is used for the analog to digital conversion. It has 12 bits digital output 

"Jilch gives 72 dB dynamic range. Tile connection is shown in figure 6.4. \, Vflen pin 

6 is high and pin 5 is has a, transition from high to low it starts conversion. Tile 

maximum conversion time is 25 ps, so the maximum sampling frequency is 40 KHz 

\vhich in tuni set the maximum unambiguous input frequency to 20 I\Hz according to 

Shannon's sampling t heorem. The unit gain amplifier is to lower the impedance of t he 

sigiia. ] sotii-ce. I'his is iicccssai-y 1)(, cau,, (, t fie chaiiges ill output cui, i, ciit of I fie iwernal 

D/A convcoei- as it tcsl., ý the vanotis bits \%-ill cause transiew ill A/D input current. 

The olliplit voh(loo of Ilic (lnviiio sotii-cc inust i, cinain cwistaiit while ftiniislihig Ifiese 
C) 11 - 
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Figure 6.4: The analog to digital converter 

fast current changes. The input range of The ADC574 is set as unipolar from OV - 
101" which ii-i turn gives the resolution of 1 LSB 'OV, 212-1 -- 2.4-ImV. When the 

conversion is ready, STATUS will become high and interrupt DSP56001 to read the 
data. Suice the data. is already available. no wait state is necessary for reading data. 

6.3.2 The Digital Signal Processor DSP56001 

I'1gure 6.5 is ýi block diagrani of the DSP56001 sho%ving all the major blocks ývil h 

their connection buses [30]. It has a dual Harvard architecture optimized for NIAC 

(multiply and accumulate) operations. The DSP56001 has 512 words on chip program 

RAM, two preprogrammed data ROMs. and special on-chip bootstrap hardware to fa- 

Cilitale do,, xnloading of user program into the program RA. Nl from Ihe host computer. 

The heart of Ihe 1)roccssor coiisists of I hree execution iiiiits operal nig iii parall(+ I he 

, ). the Address Generation Unit (AGU), and the data Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU 
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Figure 6.5: Block diagram of DSP56001 

Program Counter (PC). The main features of DSP56001 are as follows: 

e The maximum clock rate is 20.5 MHz which gives the minimum instruction 

cycle time of 97.5 ns. 

* The data buses are 24 bits wide, Providing 144 dB of dynamic range. The 56 

bits accumulator which can range over 336 dB gives good precision and reduces 

overflow problems. 

9 The three-stage instruction pipeline is essentially transparent to the program- 

mer allowing straightforward program development in either assembly language 

or high level language, such as C. 

6.3.3 EPROMS 

Three'-, -16-1 EPRONIs (Erasable Programmable Read OnIv Memory) are used to store 

Hie program. Thesc FPRO. Nls arc SK x 'ý bits nonvolatile devices. This gives lhe 
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Figure 6.6: The EPROM connections 

DSPB (Digital Signal Processing Board) stand-alone capability. The connection be- 

tween EPROMs and DSP56001 is straightforward. When DSP56001 wants to read 
the program from EPROMs, it puts the address on the address bus and generates PS 

to enable the EPROMs to enable the program at the output. The snag is that when 
the OE is set high to float the output of 2764 a delay of 50 ns can be experienced, 
but the RD deassertion to IVR assertion of DSP56001 is 40 ns minimum. So there 

is a chance of bus contention problem, 1. e. DSP56001 and EPROMs both try to put 
data on the data bus while DSP56001 wants to write data on RAMs. To solve the 

bus contention problem three 74LS244 are cascaded between the EPROMs and the 

DSP56001 as shown in figure 6.6. The maximum delay time between disabling the 

14LS244 and the output becoming float is 25 ns. This avoids the bus contention 

problem. 

6.3.4 RAMs 

Three SK x8 bits 6264 RAM (Random Access Memory) are used for X memory and 

Y memory respectively. There is no consecutive read or write problem. Since the 

OE high to output float of 6264 is only 35 ns which is smaller than the minimum 

consecutive read or write time ( 40 ns ) of DSP56001. The minimum write pulse 

width required by the 6264 is 60 ns ii-iinimum. DSP56001 adds one-half instruction 

cycle to each memory access for each wait state ( \VS ), i. e. 50 ns for the 20 NIHz 
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clock in this design. The write assertion width is 41 ns ( WS =0), 66 ns ( WS = 1), 

116 ns ( WS =2). Two wait states are used to ensure reliable writing. 

6.3.5 The Digital to Analog Conversion 

The AD667 is used for digital to analog conversion, see figure 6.7. It has 12 bits of 
digital input and ±5 V analog output. The CS starts the conversion. VRI is used to 

adjust the offset. VR2 is used to adjust the gain. The minimum pulse width of CS is 

100 ns. A wa, it state of two is needed. The maximum conversion speed is 4ps± 0.01 

6.3.6 The Tiryier 

The 8254-2 programmable interval timer is used for generating a trigger signal to the 

A/D, see figure 6.8. OUT is originally high and goes low N clock pulses after the the 

trigger, where N is the number loaded into the down counter. There are three 16 bits 

presettable down counters. For a clock frequency of 10 NlHz the maximum counting 
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Figure 6.8: The timer 

interval for a, single counter is 

16 1 

-=6.5535rns. 107 

Counter I arid counter 2 are cascaded, therefore the maximum time interval is 

6-55357n,, ý x (2" - 1) -- 429s(c. 

To write the data, to the timer the CS signal has to arrive no later than H'R. The 

address decoding delay caused by the address decoder PAL 16L8 is 20 ns maximum. 
Whereas the address valid to TI'R assertion of DSP56001 is 16 ns maximum. Therefore 

there are possibilities that CS will arrive later than WR. To avoid this problem WT? 

is gated by CS in the PAL and becomes IOU'R. This ensures that IOTVR is aINN, ays 

derived later than CS. The same arrangement is applied to the signal RD. 

6.3.7 The Address Decoder 

Hic 16LS PA 1, is used for the address decoding purpose, see figure OA Tlic address 0 

assignments for the peripheral are as table 6.1 

The PAL is pro. grainmed by using Ct'Il- ( t-im-ci-sal Compiler for Programmable 

J, ogic). (TI'l. is a computcr aided design tool. It is a high level compiler. It can 

do logic minimization and DeMorgan expansion. The programming consists, of two 
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Device Address A1.5 A3 A2 

Counter 0 of 825-1 FFCO 1 0 0 

Counter 1 of 8254 FFCI 1 0 0 

Counter 2 of 8254 FFC2 1 0 0 

CTRL Word of 82' )4 FFC3 1 0 0 

D/A FFC4 1 0 1 

A/D FFC8 1 1 0 

Table 6.1: The Memory Map for Peripherals 

parts: one is the logic declaration, the other is the polarity declaration. The logic 

output equations for PAL written in terms of its inputs are: 

AD = A15 & A3 &, -, 

RC = OUTO 

DA = A15 k A2 kY 

IORD = RD &Yk A15 &,,! A2 k! A3 

IOWR = WR &Y& A15 &! A2kM 

TIMER =Y& A15 &! A9- &,,! A3 

MODINT = RESET # INT 

YMEM =Yk DS &! A15 

Where & means AND, # means OR, ! means NOT. 

The polarity declaration of pins are: A22, A3, A15, AD, ! RC, ! DA, ! IORD, ! IOWR, 

! TIMER, YMEM,! Y,! WR.,! RD, A15,! DS, A3, A2,! RESET, INT. Where! means the 

variable is true when its voltage is low. YNIEN4 is to avoid the bus contention problem 

when DSP56001 wants to communicate with peripherals. Because the peripherals are 

memory-mapped in the Y-memory. it is disabled when DSP56001 is communicating 

with peripherals. 
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6.4 The Proposed Multiprocessor Architecture for PSD Es- 

timation Application 

The singular value decomposition method ( or eigendocomposition method) men- 
tioned before needs a great amount of computation. The high speed VLSI has been 
designed to facilitate real-time implementation. However, the speed of the VLSI 

techniques will eventually be limited by the physical laws. System performance im- 
provements must then come from the application of parallelism. A parallel processor 

system achieves optimum system performance by distributing tasks between two or 

more processors. The processors a, re working independently. Howevel', each processor 

needs to be able to pass the results of its work to another processor or vice versa. 
Processor to processor communication is critical in multiprocessor system design. 

The TMS320C4X generation DSP is the latest DSP that is designed particularly for 

the parallel processing. It has 6 high speed bidirectional communiction ports. Each 

port has independent 8 data lines and 4 control lines. The direct (glueless) processor 

to processor communication can be done in high speed (160 megabits per second or 

.5 megawords per second at 40 ns cycle time). Those communication ports call be 

configured in a \%'ide variety of multiprocessor architectures, including rings. trees, 

hypercubes, bid i rectionalpipelines, three dimensional grid, --- etc. Another impor- 

tant feature that the TNIS320CAX provides to facilitate parallel processin'l is a DMA 
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(Direct Memory Access) facjlit_ý'- It has 6 independent DMA channels. The primary 
benefit of the DNIA coprocessor is to maximize CPU performance by completely re- 
lieving the CPU of burdensome data movement duties. The DNIA coprocessor can 

perform transfer to and from anywhere in the processor memory map including the 

six on-chip communication ports. This allows the data ( or results ) to be shared 

among processors. 

6.4.1 The PSD Estimation Using The TMS320C4X Parallel Processing 

Features 

The algorithm proposed in chapter 2 and 3 needs to calculate the spectrum of a 

common data set by using two different PSD estimators. The multiprocessor parallel 

processing is suitable for this application. The task for each processor is easily parti- 

tioned: it is just different PSD estimators. The configuration is shown in figure 6.10. 

The ping-pong memory configuration described in chapter 3 is used here. The size of 

each input data buffer is to ensure each processor finishies its jobs before switching to 

the other block of data. Each processor has its own EPROM and RAM connected to 

its local bus. There are two sets of control signal LSTRBO and LSTRBI. The local 

memory control registers define which set of registers is active. This allows glueless 

connection between memories and processor. The A/D and D/A are memory mapped 
into the local memory. The selection is via an address decoder. The processor to pro- 

cessor connection is via the communication ports. The flow chart of the processors 

are shown in figure 6.11 and figure 6.19 
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Figure 6.10: The multiprocessor configuration using TMS320C4X 
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Figure 6.11: The program flow chart of processor 1 
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Figure 6.12: The program flow chart of processor 9 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion and Suggestion for Further 

Work 

7.1 Conclusion 

From the above discussion it is clear that there is no universal PSD estimator. De- 

pending on the particular application a, suitable PSD estimator should be chosen. 
According to the definition of 1.1 in chapter 1 the true spectrum of a random process 

needs infinite samples which is impossible, therefore there is no true PSD function as 

a reference to assess the PSD estimation results. i. e. we may face the dilema that we 

are not sure a sharp peak is due to the true signal or an artifact. The general guide 
lines are: 

When enough data are available and the 1 NT resolution is sufficient then the 

classical methods are to be preferred, because they are robust. 

9 If possible, different algorithms should be used to confirm the result. 

3. It is not reliable to do the estimation based on just one evaluation. As many 

evaluations as possible should be used to obtain the statistical result. 

The behaviour of classical methods a-re well understood. Especially the periodogram 

which is widely used in practice, e. g. radar, sonar and biomedical. But there are some 

situations for which the classical methods are not suitable, e. g. short available data 

length, higher resolution requirement. As a result, more and more AR parametric 

PSD estimators have been implemented in real-time (37]. The main problem of the 
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AR parametric methods is the determination of the order. Varlous criteria have been 

proposed., e. g. AIC (Akaike Information Criterion), FPE (Final Prediction Error). 

CAT (Criterion Autoregressive Transfer Function), and MDL (Minimum Description 

Length). [291. These methods generally work well. However. in difficult situations. 

e. g. the SNR is low and there is coloured noise, the AR methods tend to generate 

spurious peaks. These spurious peaks will compete with the true peaks of the signal. 
We have proposed a method in this situation to identify the true peaks. We use the 

periodogram (the correlograrn may be used as well) which is not affected by the order 

selection to serve as an indication of the area in which the signals are located. We find 

the intersection of the spectrum generated by periodogram and AR PSD estimator 
by multiplying them together. This will suppress spurious peaks generated by the 
AR parametric methods while retaining the high-resolution capability of them (or 

this may be thought as improving the resolution capability of the periodogram). 

The eigenanalysis based parametric methods can estimate the frequency accurately 
by using just a, few data samples. This property is very suitable for array signal 

processing, e. g. DOA (Direction Of Arrival) estimation, because the elements of the 

array are usually limited. One intensive research area about this method is to use the 

parallel algorithm to find the eigenvalues/eigenvectors. Recursive algorithms have 

also been developed to avoid the necessity of finding the eigenvalues/eigenvectors 
from scratch every time but to update the old eigenvalues/eigenvectors based on 

iiewiv arnvcd data. This will speed up the eigendecomposition process. Table (1.1) 

provides a summary of the key PSD estimators that were presented in this reseal-ch. 
The main contributions of this work are described in the introduction 1.2. 

7.2 Suggestion for Purther Work 

The advdmv of VLSI technology has made many digital signal 1)rocessing algorithms 

viable for real-time implementation. Digital spectral estimation as one of the main 

digital signal processing tools will continue to be under intensive research. Following 

areas arc of Interest: 
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Decision Factors 
Category 

_%lethod 
for The Resolution 

Perform an ce 

Resolution Capabillt% 

Nonparametric None periodograrn Window Low 

None Correlograrn Window Low 

None MVSE Dimention R,,, Medium 

Parametric AR Yule-Walker AR order High 

AR Modified Cov AR order High 

AR Burg AR order H igh 
MA High-order AR MA order Lo%v 

ARMA Modified YW AR, MA order High 

Sinusoids + Noise music no. of signal High 

Sinusoids + Noise EV no. of signal High 

Table 7.1: Summary of Key PSD Estimators 

1. The ARMA model: The ARMA model has the potential for estimation of both 

broadband and nari, owband or high dynamic range spetra. However, this po- 

tential can only be realized if accurate parameter estimation is made. So fast 

and accurate algorithms for finding these parameters are needed. 

2. Fast algorithms for eigendecomposition: The eigenanalysis based methods are 

to perform high- of special interest for spatial data analysis due to their abill , 

resolution bearnforming. But to implement these algorithms in real-time, fast 

and reliable algorithms for calculating the eigenvalues/eigenvectors are needed. 

3. Multidimentional spectral analysis: There are several applications that use spa- 

tial data array, e. g. radar, sonar, seismology etc. More research is needed to 

extend the one-dimentional algorithm to a practical algorithm for those multi- 

dimentional applications. 

-1. The development of an expert system: There exist many PSD estimators. The 

choice of one particular spectral estimator usually depends on some a priori 

information about the input data, e. g. narrowband or broadband, the SNR, 

the number of signals and their approximate frequency seperation etc. An 

expert system may be employed to choose a suitable algorithm. Ideally it can 

choose the best suit est irnator that matches the input data situation. i. e. -data 

adaptive" 
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Appendix A 

FORTRAN Program for VEP PSD 
00 Estimation 

PROGRAM VEP 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 

FUNCTION: THIS IS THE MAIN PROGRAM TO DISPLAY 
THE VEP SIGNAL. THE INPUT DATA CAN 
BE GENERATED BY SOFTWARE SIMULATION 
OR READ FROM FILE. THE PSD 
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM CAN BE 

PERIODOGRAM OR MUSIC 
** 

COMPLEX AS(512,512) 

REAL S(512), PSD(512) 

CHARACTER *1 METHOD, OPTION 

SELECT THE TERMINAL CODE FOR UNIRAS 

CALL GROUTE('S MREGIS; E') ! Terminal code for VT240 

C call groute('s mxII; e') Terminal code for DEC workstation 
C call groute('s U4109; e') Terminal code for Pericom terminal 

CALL GOPEN 

c 

C- PROMPT THE USER TO SELECT THE METHOD 

C 

I WRITE(6, *)'INPUT THE METHOD TO USE' 

WRITE(6, *)'l. PERIODOGRAM' 

\VRITE(6, ')'2. MUSIC' 

READ(5,10) METHOD 

10 FORMAT(Al) 

C 

C- PROMPT THE USER TO SELECT THE WAY DATA IS GENERATED 

C 
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WRITE(6, ')'CHOOSE DATA OPTION' 
WRITE(6, *)'I. GENERATE DATA' 
WRITE(6, ')'2. READ DATA FROM FILE' 
READ(5,20) OPTION 

20 FORMAT(Al) 
NAS = 512! ARRAY SIZE FOR DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION 

C 

C- CALL CORRESPONDING SUBROUTINES TO GENERATE DATA 
c 

IF(OPTION. EQ. 'l') CALL GENERATE-VEP(AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 
IF(OPTION. EQ. '2') CALL REA D-VEP (AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 

C 

C-- CALL CORRESPONDING SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE THE PSD 
C 

IF(METHOD. EQ. 'I') CALL DO-PERIODVEP(AS, NS, N, NAS) 
IF(METHOD. EQ. 7) CALL DO-MUSICVEP(AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 

C 

C-- PROMPT THE USER TO DO IT AGAIN OR NOT ? 

C 
CALL DISPLAY-OPTIONS(IR) 

IF(IR. EQ. 1) GOTO I 

CALL GCLOSE 

STOP 

END 

SUBROUTINE GENERATE-VEP(AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 

C 

C 

C 

C FUNCTION: GENERATES SIMULATED TWO VEP 

C SIGNALS 

C PARAMETERS: 

C *INPUT: NONE 

C *OUTPUT: 

C AS: ARRAY SIGNAL 

C NS : NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 

C IC: NUMBER OF COLUMN OF DATA MATRIX 

CN: NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

C NAS: DYNAMIC ARRAY SIZE DECLARATION 

c 

c 
........ 

COMPLEX AS(NAS, NAS), V(512) 

REAL Z(512) 

c 

\\'RITE(*, *)'INPUT APERTURE SIZE: (N)' 

READ(*, ') ; 
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WRITE(', ')'INPUT SUBAPERTURE SIZE: (IC)' 
READ(*, ') IC 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT STARTING FREQUENCY OF VEP 1, 
READ(*, *) Fl 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT FREQUENCY CHANGE OF VEP I PER SNAP SHOT' 
READ(*, *) DFI 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT STARTING FREQUENCY OF VEP 2' 
READ(*, *) F2 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT FREQUENCY CHANGE OF VEP 2 PER SNAP SHOT' 
READ(*, *) DF2 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT: (NS) 
READ(*, *) NS 
WRITE(*, ý)'INPUT S/N: (DB)' 
READ(*, *) DB 
PI = 4. ATAN(l. ) 
ISEED 69069 
VAR = I. /(2*10**(0. l*DB)) 
NR =2*N 
CALL WGN(NR, VAR, ISEED, Z) 
DO I=1, N 

V(I) = CMPLX(Z(2*I-1), Z(2*1)) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

ENDDO 

DO I I, NS 
F11 = F1 + (1-1) * DFI 
F22 = F2 + (I-1) * DF2 

DO J I, N ! Do colurnnwize to minimize page fault 
AS(J, I) = CEXP(CNIPLX(O., 2. *PI*Fll*(J-1))) + CEXP(CMPLX(O., 2. *PI*F22*(J-1))) + V(J) 

ENDDO 
ENDDO 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE READ-VEP(AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 

* *_************ 

** 

* FUNCTION: READ INPUT DATA FROM FILE FOR ANALYSIS 
* PARAMETERS: 

*INPUT: NONE 

'OUTPUT: 

AS ARRAY SIGNAL 

NS NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 
IC NUMBER OF COLUMN OF DATA \IATRIX 
N NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

NAS: DYNAMIC ARRAý' SIZE DECLARATION 

*M*. a .......................................... a 
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C 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

COMPLEX AS(NAS, NAS), X(4096) 

CALL READ-FILE(X, NF) 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT APERTURE SIZE: (N)' 
READ(*, *)N 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT SUBAPERTURE SIZE: GCY 
READ(*, *)IC 
WRITE(*, *)'INPUT NUMBER OF SHIFT BETWEEN SHIFT' 
READ(*, *)NSHIFT 
NS = (NF - N)/NSHIFT +1 
DO I I, NS 

DO J 1, N ! Do columnwize to minimize page fault 
INDEX =J+ (1-1) ' NSHIFT 
AS(J, I) = X(INDEX) 

ENDDO 

ENDDO 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DO-PERIODVEP(AS, NS, N, NAS) 

* 

FUNCTION: MAIN SUBROUTINE FOR THE PERIODOGRAM 

PSD ESTIMATION 

PARAMETERS: 

INPUT: 

AS: ARRAY SIGNAL 

NS : NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 

N: NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

NAS: DYNAMIC ARRAY SIZE DECLARATION 

*OUTPUT: NONE 

* 

* 

* 

* 

** 

COMPLEX AS(NAS, NAS), X(512) 

REAL PSD3D(512,512), ý%'(512), PSD(512) 

CALL HANINIING(NV, N) 

CALL ZPVEP(AS, NS, N, MPOINTS, NEXP, NAS) 

NPSD 2**NEXP 
DO I I, NS 

DO J I. N 

X(J) = AS(J, I) 

ENDDO 

CALL PERIODOGRA, \I(X, N, %%', NEXP, PSD) 
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DO J=I,. NPSD 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

I 

10 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

PSD3D(J, I)=PSD(J) 

ENDDO 

ENDDO 

CALL DISPLAY-3D(PSD3D, NPSD, NS, NAS) 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE DISPLAY-OPTIONS(IR) 

FUNCTION: PROVIDES OPTION FOR REPEATING A 

PROCESS, e. g. USING DIFFERENT INPUT 

DATA OR DIFFERENT PARAMETERS. 

CHARACTER*1 ANSWER 

"PROMPT THE USER TO DO IT AGAIN OR NOT ? **"**** 

WRITE(6, I) 

FORMAT(lx, 'DISPLAY ANOTHER iNZ 

READ(5,10)ANSWER 

FORMAT(Al) 

READ THE ANSWER: DEFAULT NO (RETURN) , IR =0 
OPTION YES (INPUT'y' OR 'Y') IR 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSWER. EQ. 'Y')) THEN 

IR=l 

ELSE 

IR=O 

ENDIF 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE DO-NIUSICVEP(AS, NS, IC, N, NAS) 

FUNCTION: NIAIN SUBROUTINE FOR MUSIC PSD 

ESTIINIATION 

PARANIETERS: 
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c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

5 

' INPUT: 
AS : ARRAY SIGNAL 

NS: NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 

IC: NUMBER OF COLUMN OF DATA vlATRIX 
N: NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

NAS: DYNAMIC ARRAY SIZE DECLARATION 

'OUTPUT: NONE 

.......... 

COMPLEX AS(NAS, NAS) 

REAL PSD3D(512,512) 

CHARACTER *1 ANSWER 

WRITE(*, *)'INPUT NUMBER OF SIGNAL: (NSIG)' 

READ(*, *)NSIG 

WRITE(*, *)'ZERO PADDING ? (N)' 

READ(5,5)ANSWER 

FORMAT(Al) 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSWER. EQ. 'Y')) THEN 

WRITE(*, *)'HOW MANY POINTS' 

READ(*, *)MPOINTS 

CALL DO-NEXP(MPOINTS, NEXP) 

ELSE 

CALL DO-NEXP(N, NEXP) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

ENDIF 

NPSD = 2**NEXP 
CALL EIGENFREQ3D(I, NS, NEXP, N, IC, NSIG, AS, NAS, PSD3D, ISTAT) 
CALL DISPLAY-3D(PSD3D, NPSD, NS, NAS) 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE READ-FILE(X, NF) 

* 

FUNCTION: READS A SIGNAL FROM A NAMED DATA FILE 

(FREE FORMATED). 

*INPUT: NONE 

OUTPUT: X- DATA 

NF - SIZE OF SIGNAL 

NOTE: MAXIMUM SIZE OF NF IS -1096 
* 

................. * 

COMPLEX X(-1096) 

REAL S(4096) 
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CHARACTER 'I ANSWER 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

5 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

CALL SUBROUTINE OPEN-READ-FILE WHICH ASSIGNS UNIT NUMBER I 
TO DATA FILE AND PROMPT TO USER FOR SIZE AND NAME OF FILE 

CONTINUE 

CALL OPEN-READ-FILE(NF) 

SEND MESSAGE TO USERREADING DATA... ' 

WRITE(6,5) 

FORMAT(IX, 'READING DATA.... '$) 

READ REAL DATA FROM FILE AND STORE IN S AND THEN CONVER TO COMPLEX DATA X 

DO I=1, NF 

READ(I, *, END=10, ERR=15)S(l) 

X(l) = CMPLX(S(I), O. ) 

ENDDO 
GOTO 25 

IF READ GOES BEYOND END OF FILE, OUTPUT APPROPRIATE MESSAGE 

WITH OPTIONS ALLOWING USER TO EITHER INPUT ANOTHER FILE OR 

STOP PROCESS. 

10 WRITE(6, *)'ATTENIPT TO READ BEYOND END OF FILE! ' 

WRITE(6, *) ! SKIP A LINE 

WRITE(*, *)'CONTINUE ? (N)' 

READ(5,11) ANSWER 

11 FORMAT(Al) 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSWER. EQ. 'Y')) GOTO I 

IF((ANSWER. NE. 'y'). OR. (ANSNN'ER. NE. 'Y')) GOTO 25 

C 
C IF ERROR OCCURS WHILE READING FILE, OUTPUT APPROPRIATE MESSAGE 

C WITH OPTION OF ALLOWING USER TO INPUT ANOTHER FILE 

C OR TO STOP PROCESS. 

C 

15 WRITE(*, *)'ERROR WHEN READING DATA FROM FILE! ' 

WRITE(*, *) ! SKIP A LINE 

WRITE (*, *)'CONTINUE ? (N)' 

READ(5,20) ANSWER 

20 FORMAT(Al) 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANS%N'ER. EQ. 'Y')) GOTO I 
c 

C CLOSE FILE 

C 

25 CLOSE(l) 

C 

c SKIP A LINE TO INDICATE THAT PROCESS HAS FINISHED 
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C 

c 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

2 

C 

5 

C 

C 

C 

15 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

99 

WRITE(*, *) 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE OPEN -READ -FILE (N F) 

CHARACTER *40 FILENAME 

FUNCTION: ASKS THE USER TO 'ENTER SIZE OF SIGNAL... ' 

AND 'ENTER NAME OF INPUT DATA FILE-% 

NMAX = 4096 

PROMPT USER TO INPUT SIZE OF SIGNAL TO READ. 

WRITE(*, *)'ENTER SIZE OF SIGNAL (MAX 4096)' 

READ(5, *, ERR=99)NF 

CHECK THAT N IS < NMAX AND >0 

IF((NF. GT. NMAX). OR. (N. LT. 0)) THEN 

WRITE(*, *)'WRONG SIZE, TRY AGAIN ? (Y)' 

READ(5,2)ANSWER 

FORMAT(Al) 
IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSNVER. EQ. 'Y')) GOTO I 

ENDIF 

GOTO 5 

CONTINUE 

PROMPT USER TO INPUT NAME OF DATA FILE 

WRITE(*, *)'ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE (INPUT) 

READ (5,15) FILENA ME 

FORMAT(A40) 

OPEN FILE - UNIT FILE NUNIBER=l 

OPEN (UNIT= 1, FILE=FILENA M E, STATUS='OLD', ERR= 100) 

REWIND i 
GOTO 1000 

IF ERROR OCCURS IN INPUT TYPE SEND MESSAGE TO '... TRY AGAIN' 

WRITE(*, *)'WRONG TYPE, TRY AGAINP 

GOTO I 
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C 
C IF FILE DOES NOT EXIST, INFORM USER AND LOOP 

C BACK PROMPTING USER TO INPUT NAME OF DATA FILE. 

C 

100 WRITE(*, *)'FILE DOES NOT EXIST! ' 

GOTO 5 

1000 CONTINUE 

C 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE PERIODOG RAM (X, N, W, NEXP, PPER) 
C 
C 
C 
C FUNCTION: THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES A DATA 
C WINDOWED PERIODOGRAM. 
C INPUT PARAMETERS: 

C X- COMPLEX ARRAY OF DIMENSION 2*'NEXP x1 WITH 

C FIRST N LOCATION CONTAINS THE DATA POINTS 

C N- NUMBER OF DATA POINTS. 

C W- REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION NxI OF DATA 

C WEIGHTS. THE WEIGHTS SHOULD BE SYMMETRICAL 

C ABOUT THE POINT (N+I)/2. 

C NEXP - THE NUMBER OF FREQUENCY IS 2**NEXP 

C OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 
C PPER - REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION L=2**NEXPxi OF 

C SAMPLES OF THE PERIODOGRAM, WHERE 

C PPER(I) CORRESPONDS TO THE SPECTRAL 

C ESTIMATE AT THE FREQUENCY F=-1/2 + (I-1)/L 

C 
C REFERENCE: S. M. KAY " MODERN SPECTRUM ESTIMATION* 

C 
C 
C 

COMPLEX X(512) 

DIMENSION W(512), PPER(512) 

C 

C WINDOW THE DATA 

C 

DO 10 I=I, N 

10 X(I)=X(I)*W(I) 

C COMPUTE FFT OF WINDOWED DATA 

L=2**NEXP 

IF(L. EQ. N)GO TO 25 

DO 20 I=N+I. L 

20 X(I)=(o--o-) 
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25 INVRS=i 

CALL FFT(X, NEXP, INVRS) 
CC COMPUTE SAMPLES OF PERIODOGRAM AND TRANSPOSE HALVES OF 
C FFT OUTPUT SO THAT FIRST PSD SAMPLE IS AT A FREQUENCY OF -1/2 
C DO 30 I=1, L/2 

PPER(I+L/2)=(CABS(X(I))*'2)/N 

30 PPER(I)=(CABS(X(I+L/2))*'2)/N 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HAMMING(W, N) 
REAL W(512) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

" FUNCTION: GENERATE THE HAMMING WINDOW. 

" PARAMETERS: 

" INPUT: N- ARRAY SIZE 

" OUTPUT: W- HAMMING WINDOW. 

PI=4. *ATAN(l. ) ! DEFINE PI 

DO J=I, N! GENERATE HAMMING WINDOW 

W(J)=0.54-0.46*COS(2. *PI*FLOAT(J)/FLOAT(N)) 

ENDDO 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE ZPVEP(AS, NS, N, MPOINTS, NEXP, NAS) 

FUNCTION: ZERO PADDING A ARRAY FROM N+l TO 

2**NEXP 

PARAMETERS: 

INPUT: 

AS: ARRAY SIGNAL 

NS : NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 

N: NUMBER OF DATA POINTS 

NAS: DYNAMIC ARRAY SIZE DECLARATION 

OUTPUT: 
NIPOINTS: THE EXTENDED DATA POINTS 

NEXP: THE SMALLEST INTEGER SUCH THAT 

2*'NEXP > %IPOINTS. 
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c 

c 

c 

C 

5 

*, * .............................. *... m* 

COMPLEX AS(NAS, NAS) 
CHARACTER 'I ANSWER 

WRITE(*, *)'ZERO PADDING DATA ' (N)' 

READ(5,5) ANSWER 

FORMAT(Al) 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSWER. EQ. 'Y')) THEN 

WRITE(*, *)'HOW MANY POINTS' 

READ(*, *) MPOINTS 

CALL DO-NEXP (M POINT S, NEX P) 

NPSD 2**NEXP 

DO I 1, NS 

DO J N+1, NPSD 

AS(J, I) = (04. ) 

ENDDO 

ENDDO 

ELSE 

CALL DO-NEXP(N, NEXP) 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DO-NEXP(N, NEXP) 

****************************************** **. ******'. ****. 

* * 

FUNCTION: FIND AN INTEGER EXPONENTIAL SUITABLE 

FOR FFT 

PARAMETERS 

INPUT: 

N: NUMBER OF DATA : 

OUTPUT: 

NEXP: THE SMALLEST INTEGER THAT 2*'NEXP >N 

FN=FLOAT(N) 

NEXP=INT(LOG(FN)/LOG(2. )) 

IF(MOD(LOG (FN), LOG (2. )). NE. O. )N EXP= N EXP+ I 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE DISPLAY-3D(S, NPSD, NS. NAS) 
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C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

REAL S(NAS, NAS), X(512), Y(512,512), Z(512) 

REAL YMAX, YMIN, XMAX, XMIN, ZMAX, ZMIN 

REAL SIZFAC, SIZRAT, HEIFAC 

DATA SIZFAC, SIZRAT, HEIFAC/0-9,1.6,0.07/ 

CHARACTER*lANSWER 

** 

* FUNCTION: DISPLAY A DIGITAL SIGNAL USING UNIRAS 6.3 
* PARAMETERS: 

* INPUT: S- DIGITAL SIGNAL 

NPSD - NUMBER OF PSD ( lcq 512) 

NS - NUMBER OF SNAP SHOT 

NAS - DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION 

*OUTPUT: NONE 

*INTERNAL SUBROUTINES: AXIS, PLOT 

DO I I, NS 
DO J NPSD/2+1, NPSD 

Y(J, I) = 10*LOG(S(J, I)+I) !S unchanged on exit 
ENDDO 

ENDDO 

COMPUTE LARGEST VALUE OF Y: YMAX. 

YMAX = 0. 

DO I I, NS 

DO J NPSD/2+1, NPSD 

IF(Y(J, I). GT. YMAX) YMAX = Y(J, I) 

ENDDO 

ENDDO 

COMPUT THE SMALLEST VALUE OF Y: YMIN 

YNIIN = YMAX 

DO I=I, NS 

DO J= NPSD/2+1, NPSD 

IF(Y(J, I). LT. YMIN) YMIN = Y(J, I) 

ENDDO 

ENDDO 

DEFINE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE X-AIXS. 

XI%IIN = 
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XMAX = FLOAT(NS) 
c 

c DEFINE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE Z-AXIS 

c 

FNPSD = FLOAT(NPSD) 

DZ = l. /FNPSD 

ZMIN = 0. 
DO J=1, NPSD/2 

FJ= FLOATP) 

Z(J) = FJ * DZ 

ENDDO 

ZMAX = 0.5 

c 

c PLOT AXIS. 

c 

CALL AXIS3D(XMIN, XMAX, YNIIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX, SIZFAC, HEIFAC) 

c 

c PLOT SIGNAL. 

c 

CALL PLOT3D(X, Y, Z, NPSD, NS, NAS) 

CALL GEMPTY ! Empty Buffer 

C 

C KEEP PLOT UNTIL USER'HITS'THE RETURN KEY. 

C 

WRITE(*, *)'HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE' 

READ '(A)' 

C 
C PROMPT USER FOR GENERATING A HARDCOPY 

C 

WRITE(*, *)'FILE GRAPH ? (N)' 

READ(5,10)ANSWER 

10 FORMAT(Al) 

IF((ANSWER. EQ. 'y'). OR. (ANSWER. EQ. 'Y')) THEN 

CALL WRITE3D(Y, NS, NPSD, NAS) 

ENDIF 

C 

C CLEAR PLOT IN UNIRAS WINDOW. 

C 
CALL GCLEAR 

RETURN 

END 

C 

C 

C 
SUBROUTINE AXIS3D(XNIIN, XNIAX. YMIN, YMAX, Z%IIN. Z, %IAX, SIZFAC. HEIFAC) 

C 

C FUNCTION: PLOTS THE AXES OF THE USER 3D COORDINATE SYSTEM. 

C 
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REAL XMIN, Y, %11N, XMAX, )'. \IAX, Z. %IIN, ZNIAX, %ý'ID 

REAL XLEN, YLEN, ZLEN, XSIZE, YSIZE, SIZE, XSIZMM, YSIZNl, %I 
REAL SIZFAC, HEIFAC, HEIGHB 
REAL BOX2MM 
INTEGER LENGTH (6), PLAN E(3) 
CHARACTER *20 TEXT(6) 
DATA IGNORE/9999/ 
DATA RIGNOR/999.999/ 
DATA TEXT/'', 'SNAP SHOV, '', 'AMPLITUDE', '', 'FREQUENCY'/ 
DATA PLANE/1,1,1/ 
DATA LENGTH /0., -2,0, - 2,0, -2 
EXTERNAL BOX2MM 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

STEP 1: DEFINE THE 3D LIMITS OF THE AXES 

CALL GLIMIT(XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ZMIN, ZMAX) 

STEP 2: CALCULATE FOR A SUITABLE SQUARE VIEWPORT SIZE 

CALL GRPSIZ(XSIZMM, YSIZMM) 
SIZE = SIZFAC * MIN(XSIZNIN4, YSIZNINI) 

XSIZE = SIZE 

YSIZE = SIZE 

SET UP THE VIEWPORT 

XORG = (XSIZMM-XSIZE)/2. 

YORG = (YSIZMM-YSIZE)/2. 

CALL GVPORT(XORG, YORG, XSIZE, YSIZE) 

STEP 3: DEFINE THE 3D WORKBOX ASPECT RATIO 

TO BE EQUAL TO THE VIEWPORT'S. 

ASSIGN THE SHORTER SIDE OF THE WORLBOX TO BE I AND THE OTHER 

SIDE PROPORTION TO IT. 

XLEN = XSIZE/MIN(XSIZE, YSIZE) 

YLEN = YSIZE/MIN(XSIZE, YSIZE) 

ZLEN = MAX(XLEN, YLEN) 

CALL GWBOX(XLEN, YLEN, ZLEN) 

STEP 4: CALCULATE A SUITABLE AXIS-LABEL HEIGHT BASED ON THE SHORTER 

SIDE OF THE WORKBOX. THE FUNCTION "BOX2NINI" CONVERTS BOX UNITS 

TO mm. 

HEIGHB = HEIFAC ' NIIN(XSIZE, YSIZE) 

STEP 5: PLOT TWO NUMERIC AND USER-LABELED AXES AT THE LIMITS OF 

THE 3D COORDINATE SYSTEM. 
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C 

CALL GEYE(2. *XLEN, 20. *YLEN, 2. *ZLEN) 
CALL RAXDIS(I, I, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXDIS(6,1, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXDIS(2,1, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXDIS(3,1, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXDIS(4,1, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXDIS(7,1, IGNORE) 
CALL RAXTIL(7,2, RIGNOR, IGNORE) 
DO IAXIS = 1,3 
CALL RAXIS3(IAXIS, HEIGHB, PLANE, LENGTH, TEXT) 
ENDDO 

RETURN 
END 

c 

c 

c 

SUBROUTINE PLOT3D(X, Y, Z, NPSD, NS, NAS) 
REAL X (512), Y(NAS, NAS), Z (512), YY(512), X LEN, YLEN, Z LEN 

C 

C FUNCTION: PLOTS THE SIGNAL 

C 

CALL GVPROJ(l) !Y Up Coordinate 

CALL GACT(-l) ! This is to enquire the GBOX parameters 
CALL GWBOX(XLEN, YLEN, ZLEN) 

CALL GEYE(2. *XLEN, 20. *YLEN, 2. *ZLEN) 

IPF = NPSD/2 

DO I I, NS 

DO J 1, NPSD/2 

YY(J) = Y(J+IPF, I) 

X(J) =I! Snap Shot Coordinate 

ENDDO 
CALL BLIVE3(X, YY, Z, NPSD/2, ITREAT) 

ENDDO 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE EIGENFREQ3D(METHOD, NS, NEXP, N, IP, NSIG, X, NAS, PSD3D, ISTAT) 

C 
C 
C 

C FUNCTION: EXECUTES THE EIGENANALYSIS BASED PSD 

C ESTIMATION. 

C INPUT PARAMETERS: 

c 

c* METHOD - SET TO I FOR NILISIC METHOD, 2 FOR EV NIETHOD* 

cý NEXP - PONVER OF 2 
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C 'N- NNMBER OF DATA SAMPLES 
C * IP - DIMENTION OF DATA MATRIX 

C * NSIG - ASSUMED NUMBER OF "SIGNAL SPACE" VECTORS 

C *X- ARRAY OF COMPLEX DATA SAMPLES 

C 

C OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

C 

C PSD3D - ARRAY OF REAL FREQUENCY ESTIMATOR VALUES. 

C ISTAT - STATUS INDICATOR: 

C 0 FOR NORMAL EXIT 

C I IF NSIG > IP-1 OR NSIG <0 

C 

C REFERENCE: S. L. MARPLE, Jr. "DIGITAL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

C WITH APPLICATION". 

C 

C 

C 

PARAMETER MAXU=100! Maximum Dimention of U Matrix 

PARAMETER MAXV=100! Maximum Dimention of V, S Matrix 

COMPLEX X(NAS, NAS), FB (MAX U, MA XV), U(M AX U, MA XU), V(MA XV, M AX V) 

COMPLEX W(512), Z(512) 

REAL PSD3d(512,512), S(MAXV), P(512) 

C 
P12=8. *ATAN(I. ) 

NPSD =2- NEXP 

ISTAT=O 

IF (NSIG LT. IP AND. NSIG GE. 0) GO TO 5 

ISTAT=l 

RETURN 

5 NP=N-IP 

DO 140 INS = I, NS 

DO 20 I=I, NP 

DO 10 K=l, IP 

FB(I, K)=X(I-I<+IP, INS) 

10 FB(I+NP, I<)=CONJG(X(I+K, INS)) 

20 CONTINUE 

NP2=2*NP 

C 

CALL CSVD (FB, MAXU, MAXV, NP2, IP, O, IP, IP, S, U, V) 

C 

C INITIALIZE PSD BUFFER TO ZERO 

C 

DO 30 1<=I, NPSD 

30 P(I<)=O. 

DO 70 I=NSIG+I, IP 

DO 40 K=1,1P 

40 Z(K)=V(K, I) ! Copy The Components of Ith Eigenvector to Z 

DO 50 K=IP+I. NPSI) ! Zero Padding The Data Xlector 

so z(K)=(0,0. ) 
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60 

70 

80 

130 

140 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

INVRS=i 

CALL FFT (Z, NEXP, INVRS) 
DO 60 K=I, NPSD 

TEMP=REAL(Z(K))"2+AIMAG(Z(I<))**2 

IF (METHOD EQ. 1) P(K)=P(K)+TENIP 
IF (METHOD eq. 2) P(I<)=P(K)+TEMP/S(l) 

CONTINUE 
DO 80 K=I, NPSD 

P(I<)=I. /P(K) 
DO 130 J=I, NPSD/2 

PSD3D(J+NPSD/2, INS)=P(J) ! Zero Frequency at The Center 
PSD3D(J, INS) = P(J+NPSD/2) 

CONTINUE 
RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE FFT(X, M, INVRS) 

........... 

FUNCTION: THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE FAST 
TRANSFORM OF AN ARRAY OF COMPLEX DATt 
USING DECIMATION-IN-TIME FFT 

INPUT PARAMETERS: 

X- COMPLEX ARRAY OF DIMENSION 2**Mxl OF DATA 

SAMPLES. 

M- POWER OF TWO FOR FFT SIZE 

INVRS - SET EQUAL TO: 

I FOR FORWARD FOURIER TRANSFORM 

-1 FOR INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

OUTPUT PARAMETERS: 

X- COMPLEX ARRAY OF DIMENSION 2**Mxl 

OF FOURIER TRANSFORM VALUES 

REFERENCE: S. M. JKAY: " MODERN SPECTRAL ESTIMATION* 

COMPLEX X(512), Y(512), W, SAVE 

N=2**M 

c PUT THE DATA INTO BIT REVERSED FORM 
Y(I)=X(I) 
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DO 20 1=2, N 

10 

20 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

N(J. %1=1-i 
J=O 
L=N 

DO 10 K=I, M 

L=L/2 

IF(NUM. LT. L)GO TO 10 

J=J+2**(K-1) 

NUM=NUM-L 

CONTINUE 

Y(I)=X(J+I) 
CONTINUE 

BEGIN COMPUTATION OF FFT 

PI=4. *ATAN(I. ) 

LDFT=i 

NDFT=N 

DO 50 IK=I, M 

LDFT=2*LDFT 

NDFT=NDFT/2 

DO 40 I=I, NDFT 

DO 30 J=I, LDFT/2 

DETERMINE TWIDDLE FACTOR 

ARG =-(2. *PI*INVRS) *(J- 1 .) /LDFT 

W=CMPLX(COS(ARG), SIN(ARG» 

c 

c 

c 

DETERMINE INDICES FOR NEXT BUTTERFLY TO BE COMPUTED 

NP=J+LDFT*(I-1) 
NQ=NP+LDFT/2 

c 

c 

c 

30 

40 

50 

c 

c 

c 

COMPUTE BUTTERFLY FOR THE ITH DFT IN STAGE K 

SAVE=Y(NP)+W*Y(NQ) 
Y(NQ)=Y(NP)-W*Y(NQ) 
Y(NP)=SAVE 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

DIVIDE ARRAY VALUES BY N IF INVERSE FFT DESIRED 

DO 60 I=I, N 

IF(INVRS. EQ. I)X(I)=Y(l) 

60 IF(INVRS. EQ. -i)X(I)=Y(I)/N 
RETURN 
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END 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

10 

c 

c 

c 

20 

SUBROUTINE CSVD (A, MMAX, NMAX,. %I, N, IP, NU, Nv', S, U, V) 

FUNCTION: SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION OF AN 
MxN COMPLEX MATRIX A, 
WHERE M>N. THE SINGULAR 
VALUES ARE STORED IN THE VECTOR S. 

REFERENCE: P. A. Businger and G. H. Golub, 

"Singular Value Decomposition of a Complex Matrix, " 

Communications of the ACM, vol. 12, 

pp. 564-565, October 1969. 

COMPLEX A(100,100), U(100,100), V(100,100), Q, R 

REAL S(100), B(100), C(100), T(100) 

DATA ETA, TOL/1.2E-7,2.4E-32/ 

NP=N+IP 

NI=N+l 

HOUSEHOLDER REDUCTION 

C(I)=O. 
K=i 

Ki=K+1 

ELIMINATION OF A(I, K), 1=1<+l,..., M 

Z=o. 
DO 20 I=K, M 
Z=Z+REAL(A (1,1()) **2+AINIAG (A(I, K))*2 

B(I<)=O. 

IF (Z. LE. TOL) GO TO 70 

Z=SQRT(Z) 

B(I<)=Z 

%V=CABS(A(K, K)) 

Q=(i., o. ) 

IF (NN' NE. 0. ) Q=A(K, K)/W 

A(K, K)=Q*(Z+W) 

IF (K EQ. NP) GO TO 70 

DO 50 J=I<I, NP 

Q= (0., 0. ) 
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DO 30 I=K, M 

30 Q=Q+CONJG(A(I, K))'A(I, J) 
Q=Q/(Z*(Z+W)) 
DO 40 I=K, M 

40 A(I, J)=A(I, J)-Q*A(I, K) 
so CONTINUE 
C 

C PHASE TRANSFORMATION 
C 

Q=-CONJG(A(I(, K))/CABS(A(I<, K)) 
DO 60 J=KI, NP 

60 A(I<, J)=Q*A(K, J) 
c 
c ELIMINATION OF A(K, J) , J=I<+2,..., N 
c 

70 IF (K EQ. N) GO To 140 
Z=o. 

DO 80 J=KI, N 
80 Z=Z+REAL(A(I<, J))**2+AINIAG(A(K, J))**2 

C(1<1)=O. 
IF (Z. LE. TOL) GO TO 130 
Z=SQRT(Z) 

C(1ý1)=z 
W=CABS(A(I<, I<I)) 
Q=(l-, o-) 
IF (W. NE. 0. ) Q=A(I<, I<I)/W 
A(K, 1<1)=Q*(Z+W) 
DO 110 1=1<1, M 

Q=(o-, o-) 
DO 90 J=I<I, N 

90 Q=Q+CONJG(A(I<, J))*A(I, J) 
Q=Q/(Z*(Z+W)) 
DO 100 J=I<I, N 

100 A(I, J)=A(I, J)-Q*A(I<, J) 

110 CONTINUE 
C 

C PHASE TRANSFORMATION 
C 

Q=-CONJG(A(I<, I<I))/CABS(A(IK, 1<1)) 

DO 120 1=K1, M 

120 A(I, 1<1)=A(1,1<1)*Q 

130 K=Kl 

GO TO 10 
C 

C TOLERANCE FOR NEGLIGIBLE ELEMENTS 

C 

140 EPS=O. 

DO 150 1%'. =I, N 

S (K) =B (K) 
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T(K)=C(K) 
150 EPS=AMAX I (EPS, S(K)+T(I<)) 

EPS=EPS*ETA 

c 

c INITIALIZATION OF U AND V 
c 

IF (NU EQ. 0) GO TO 180 
DO 170 J=I, NU 

DO 160 I=I, M 
160 U(I, J)=(O., O. ) 
170 U(J, J)=(I., O. ) 

180 IF (NV EQ. 0) GO TO 210 
DO 200 J=1, NV 
DO 190 I=I, N 

190 V(I, J)=(O., O. ) 
200 V(J, J)=(I., O. ) 
C 

C QR DIAGONALIZATION 
C 

210 DO 380 KK=I, N 
K=NI-KK 

C 

C TEST FOR SPLIT 
C 

220 DO 230 LL=1, K 
L=I<+I-LL 

IF (ABS(T(L)) LE. EPS) GO TO 290 
IF (ABS(S(L-1)) LE. EPS) GO TO 240 

230 CONTINUE 
C 
C CANCELLATION OF B(L) 
C 

240 CS=o. 

sN=i. 
Ll=L-1 

DO 280 I=L, I< 

F=SN*T(I) 

T(I)=CS*T(l) 
IF (ABS(F) LE. EPS) GO TO 290 
H=S(I) 

NV=SQRT(F*F+H*H) 

S(I)=W 
CS=H/W 

SN=-F/W 
IF (NU EQ. 0) GO TO 260 

DO 250 J=1, N 

X=REAL(U(J, Ll)) 

)'=REAL(U(J, I)) 

[l(J, Ll)=C%lPLX(X'CS+)'-SN, o. ) 
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250 U(J, I)=CMPLX (Y*CS- X -S N, O. ) 

260 IF (NP EQ. N) GO TO 280 

DO 270 J=NI, NP 

Q=A(LI, J) 

R=A(I, J) 

A(LI, J)=Q*CS+R*SN 

270 A(I, J)=R*CS-Q*SN 

280 CONTINUE 

C 

C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE 

C 

290 W=S(K) 

IF (L EQ. K) GO TO 360 

C 

C ORIGIN SHIFT 

C 

X=S(L) 

Y=S(K-1) 

G=T(K-1) 

H=T(K) 

F=«Y-W)*(Y+W)+(G-H)*(G+H»/(2. 'H*Y) 

G=SQRT(F*F+1. ) 

IF (F LT. 0. ) G=-G 

F=«X-W)*(X+W)+(Y/(F+G)-H)*H)/X 
c 

c QR STEP 

c 

CS=I. 

SN=l. 

LI=L+l 

DO 350 I=Ll, K 

G=T(I) 

Y=S(I) 
H=SN*G 

G=CS*G 

W=SQRT(H*H+F*F) 

T(1-1)=W 
CS=F/W 

SN=H/W 
F=X*CS+G*SN 

G=G*CS-X*SN 

H=Y*SN 

Y=Y*CS 

IF (NV EQ. 0) GO TO 310 

DO 300 J=I. N 

X=REAL(\"(J, 1-1)) 

W=REAL(V(J, I)) 

k, '(J, 1-1)=CNIPLX(X*CS+\%'*SN, O. ) 

300 \'(J, I)=C\IPLX(\%"CS-X*SN, O. ) 
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310 W=SQRT(H*H+F*F) 

S(I-I)=W 

CS=F/W 
SN=H/W 
F=CS*G+SN*Y 

X=CS*Y-SN*G 

IF (NU EQ. 0) GO TO 330 
DO 320 J=I, N 

Y=REAL(U(J, 1-1)) 

W=REAL(U(J, I)) 

U(J, I-I)=CMPLX(Y*CS+W*SN, O. ) 
320 U(J, I)=CMPLX(W*CS-Y*SN, O. ) 

330 IF (N EQ. NP) GO TO 350 
DO 340 J=NI, NP 

Q=A(I-1, J) 
R=A(I, J) 

A(I-1, J)=Q*CS+R*SN 

340 A(I, J)=R*CS-Q*SN 

350 CONTINUE 

T(L)=O. 

T(K)=F 

S(I()=X 

GO TO 220 

C 

C CONVERGENCE 

C 

360 IF (W. GE. 0. ) GO TO 380 

S(I<)=-w 

IF (NV EQ. 0) GO TO 380 

DO 370 J=I, N 

370 V(J, I<)=-V(J, I<) 

380 CONTINUE 

C 

C SORT SINGULAR VALUES 

C 

DO 450 K=l, N 

G=-l. 

J=K 

DO 390 I=K, N 

IF (S(l) LE. G) GO TO 390 

G=S(I) 

J=I 

390 CONTINUE 

IF (J EQ. K) GO TO 450 

S(J)=S(K) 

S(I<)=G 

IF (NV EQ. 0) GO TO 410 

DO 400 I=I, N 

Q=%"(I, J) 
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V(I, J)=V(I, I<) 
400 V(I, K)=Q 
410 IF (NU EQ. 0) GO TO 430 

DO 420 I=I, N 

Q=U(I, J) 
U(I, J)=U(I, K) 

420 U(I, K)=Q 
430 IF (N EQ. NP) GO TO 450 

DO 440 I=Nl, NP 
Q=A(J, I) 

A(J, I)=A(K, I) 
440 A(K, I)=Q 
450 CONTINUE 
C 
C BACK TRANSFORMATION 
C 

IF (NU EQ. 0) GO TO 510 
DO 500 KK=I, N 

K=NI-1(1< 
IF (B(K) EQ. 0. ) GO TO 500 
Q=-A(K, K)/CABS(A(K, I\')) 

DO 460 J=I, NU 

460 U(I<, J)=Q*U(I<, J) 
DO 490 J=I, NU 

Q=(O-A) 
DO 470 1=1(, M 

470 Q=Q+CONJG(A(I, I())*U(I, J) 

Q=Q/(CABS(A(I<, I<))*B(I<)) 
DO 480 1=1(, M 

480 U(I, J)=U(I, J)-Q*A(I, K) 
490 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINUE 
510 IF (NV EQ. 0) GO TO 570 

IF (N LT. 2) GO TO 570 

DO 560 KK=2, N 

1<=NI-I<I( 

Ki=K+1 

IF (C(1<1) EQ. 0. ) GO TO 560 
Q=-CONJG(A(I<, I<I))/CABS(A(I<, Iý1)) 

DO 520 J=I, NV 

520 V(I(I, J)=Q*V(KI, J) 

DO 550 J=I, NV 

Q=(0-0-) 
DO 530 I=K1, N 

530 Q=Q+A(I<, I)*V(I, J) 
Q=Q/(CABS(A(I<, I<I))*C(1(1)) 

DO 540 l=K1, N 

540 V(I, J)=V(I, J)-Q*CONJG(A(I<, I)) 

550 CONTINUE 
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560 CONTINUE 
570 RETURN 

END 
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Appendix B 

Assembly Program for Sequential 

Periodogram 

512-Point , Non-In-Place FFT. 

I 
od ident 1,0 

page 132,60,3,3,3 

External data starts at address $1000 

Internal data starts at address 0 
Coefficient table starts at address $1200 

Output data starts at $1400 

Reset equ $40 
Start equ $100 
Points equ 512 
Scaling equ $60000 
Data equ $1000 
Coef equ $1200 
Odata equ $1400 
Idata equ $1600 

Psd-data equ $1800 
Intdata equ $0 

Bcr equ Me 

Vipr equ MOO 

Ipr equ $ffff 

Pcc equ Wei 

Vpcc equ $0001 ff 

Cra equ $ffec 

Vcra equ $004000 

Crb equ Wed 

Vcrb equ $OOb2OO 

Ssisr equ Me 

Rx equ $ffef 

Tx equ 11; ff ef 

Scr equ $fffo 

Vscr equ ý'10000 

; Starting address of program 

; 512 points FFT 

; Scaling factor 

; Input data starting address 

; Coefficient starting address 

; Output data buffer 

; Intermediate data buffer 

; psd data starting address 

; Internal data starting address 

-Bus control register 

; Sci timer interrupt prioroty =1 

; Ssi interrupt priority =I 

; Int. errupt priority register 

; Port C control register 

; Bir pattern for PCC 

; Port C control register A 

; Word length = 16 bit 

; Port C control register B 

; Continuous and sync mode, Rx interrupt enable 

; SSI status register 

; SSI RX data register 

; SSI TX data register 

; SCI control register 

; Select timer interrupt 
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Vmr equ $fC : set interrupt level =0 
Ssi-rxe-ira equ. $000e Address of RX with excpt interrupt vector 

SsiAxe-ira equ $0012 ; Address of TX with excpt interrupt vector 

Ssi-rx-ira equ $000c ; Ssi rx interrupt address 

Trigger equ $5 ; Trigger period for oscilloscope 

Pbd equ $ffe4 ; Port B data register 

Vpbd equ $ffff ; Port B output value 

Pbddr equ M2 ; Port B data direction register 

Pbc equ $ffeO ; Port B control register 

Vpbc equ $0 ; Set port B as parallel 1/0 

Vfft-s equ $ffff ; fft ready flag 

Divisor equ. 240 ; divide the sampling freqency 48k 200hz 

Counter equ 8 ;8 samples 

IP equ $1300 jenipelory input buffer pointer 

IPA equ $1380 Input buffer 

Ptr-rO equ $1301 ; Input buffer pointer rO 

S-nr equ $1302 ; Sample number 

Skip-nr equ $1303 ; The kill number 

FFT-s equ $1304 ; fft status 

S-rO equ $1305 

S-mo equ $1306 

S-rl equ $1307 

S-ml equ $1308 

S 
-r4 equ $1309 

S-m4 equ $130a 

S-r7 equ $130b 

S-m7 equ $130c 

S 
-x 0 equ $130d 

S 
-x 1 equ $130e 

S-al equ $130f 

S-bi equ $1310 

Disp-rl equ $1311 

Rxe-a equ $1312 

Txe-a equ $1313 

Pi equ 3.141592654 

Freq equ 2.0*Pi/(Dcvf(Points) 

org 

count set 
dup 

dc 

count set 

endm 

X: Coef 

0 

Points/2 

-(Qcos((Dc%, f(cotint) *Frecl) 

colint+l 

org ),: Coef 

count set 0 
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dup 

dc 

count set 

endm 

Points/2 

- 4sm((&cvf(count)-Frecj) 

coullt+l 

org p: Reset 

imp Start 

org p: Start 

Begin 

movec #O, sp 

movec #O, sr 

jsr Init 

Loop move x: FFT-s, xo 

move #Vfft-s, a 

cmp xo, a 

jne Loop 

move #O, XO 

move xO, x: FFT-s 

jsr Do-FFT 

imp Loop 

; Subroutines 

Init movep #O, x: Bcr 

; init stack pointer 

; Clear Loop flag 

; wait for fft ready 

; reset fft ready status 

; Set bcr to zero wait state 

; Set up ssi for operation with DSP56ADC16EVB 

movep #O, x: Pcc ; Zero pcc to cycle it 

movep #Vpcc, x: Pcc ; Set port c to function as ssi 

movep #Vcra, x: Cra ; CRA pattern for word length: 16 bit 

Inovep #$3200, x: Crb ; CRB pattern for continuous clock-, sync 

; but not enable the rxi Yet 

, Initialize address pointers 

move #Data, rO ; ro points to input data starting address 

move rO, r4 

move #Points-l, mO Module 512 

move mO, m4 

move #O, YO ; Init Input Imaginary Data 

; Port B 

inovep #Vpbc. x: Pbc ; set up port B as paraUel 10 

movep #Sffff, x: Pb(ldr ; set data direction: o/p 
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Jnitialize the counter values 

move #O, XO 

move xO, x: Skip-nr ; 1nit the Skip-nr counter 
move xO, x: S-nr ; init the sample number 

move #IPA, xl 

move xl, x: IP ; Points to the temporary buffer 

move #Data, xO 

move xO, x: Ptr-rO ; Points to the beginning of the buffer 

move #Psd-data, xo 

move xO, x: Disp-ri ; Points to the begining of PSD 

; Collect first 512 samples 

move 
do 

PoII512 jclr 

move 

mpy 

move 
End-real-data 

#>Scaling, xi ; get the scaling factor 

# Points, End-i-eal 
-data 

# 7, x: Ssisr, Poll5I 2; S tore data in x memory 

x: Rx, xo ; get data 

XO'XI'a ; scafing 

a, x: (rO) + yo, y: (1.4)+ 

move #Vfft-S, XO 

move xO, x: FFT 

andi #Vmr, mr 

movep #Vcrb, x: Ci-b 

; Init FFT-s to ready 

Xnable interrupt 

; enable the rxi 

movep #Vscr, x: Sci- ; Disable the SCI timer interrupt 

movep #Vipr, x: lpr ; Set the interrupr priority level=3 

rts 

Do-FFT 

move x: Ptr-i-O, i-O ; init. ialize input pointer 

move #Points/4, nO ; initialize input and output pointers offset 

move nO, n4 

move nO, n6 ; initialize coefficient offset 

move #Points-l, mO ; initialize address modifiers 

move MO, Ml ; for modulo addressing 

move mO, m4 

move M0, M5 

move #Idata, r2 ; initialize the intermediate pointer 

move nO, n2 

move mO, m2 

I 
Do first and second Radix 2 FFT passes. combined as 4-point butterflies 

move x: (rO)+IIO, XO 
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tfr xO, a x: (rO) -t- i 10. yI 
do nO, -twopass 
tfr y I, b x: (i-O)+IIO, YO 
add y0'a x: (rO), x I ; ar+cr 

add xl, b rO, r4 ; br+dr 

add a, b (1-0)+nO ; ar'=(ar+cr)+(br+dr) 

subl b, a b, x: (r2)+n2 ; br'=(ar+cr)-(br+dr) 

move (rO)+nO 

tfr xO, a a, xO y: (ro), b 

sub yO, a y: (r4)+n4, yO ; ar-cr 

sub yO, b xO, x: (r2)+n2 ; bi-di 

add a, b y: (rO)+nO, xO ; cr'=(ar-cr)+(bi-di) 

subl b, a b, x: (r2)+n2 ; dr'=(ar-cr)-(bi-di) 

tfr xO, a a, xo y: (i-4), b 

add y0'a v: (rO)+nO, yO ; bi+di 

add yO, b xO, x: (i-2)+ii2 ; ai+ci 

move (rO)+nO 

add b, a y: (i-O)+, XO ai'=(ai+ci)+(bi+di) 

subl a, b a, y: (r2) + ri 2 ; bi'=(ai+cj)-(bi+di) 

tfr xO, a b, y: (r2)+n2 

sub yO, a x I, b ; ai-ci 

sub yl, b x: (i-O)+IIO, NO ; dr-br 

add a, b x: (i-O)+110, )'l ; ci'=(ai-cl)+(dr-br) 

subl b, a b, y: (r2)+n2 ; di'=(ai-ci)-(dr-br) 

tfr xO, a a, y: (i-2)+n2 

move (r2) + 

-twopass 

Perform all next FFT passes except last pass with triple nested DO loop 

move 

move 

move 

move 

do 

move 

move 

move 

move 

move 

move 

move 
lua 

move 

move 

move 

move 

#Points/8, nl ; initialize butterflies per group 
#4, n2 ; initialize groups per pass 

#-I, m2 ; linear addressing for r2 

#O, m6 ; initialize C address modifier for 

; reverse carry (bit-reversed) addressing 

# Ocv i (Olog (Points) /(Qlog (2)- 2.5), 
-end -pass 

;6 passes for 512 pt. FFT 

#Idata, rO ; initialize A input pointer 

rO, rl 

nl, r2 

rO, r4 
(rl)+nl 

rl, r5 
#Coef, r6 
(r2) +, nO 

nO. n4 

nO, n5 
(r2)- 

; initialize A output pointer 

; initialize B input pointer 

; initialize B output pointer 

; initialize C input pointer 

; initialize pointer offsets 

; butterfly loop count 

x: (rl), xi ),: (1-6), )-0 ; lookup -,, ine and -cosine values 
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move x: (r6)+n6, xO y: (rO), b 

Mac x l, yO, b ),: (rl)+, Yl 

macr -xO, yl, b y: (rO), a 
do n2, -end-grp 
do r2, -end-bfy 
subi b, a x: (rO), b b, y: (r4) 

Mac -xl, xO, b x: (rO)+, a a, y: (r5) 

macr -yl, yO, b x: (rl), xl 

subl b, a b, x: (r4)+ y: (i-O), b 

Mac x l, yO, b y: (rl)+, yl 

macr -xO, yl, b a, x: (r5)+ y: (rO), a 

-end-bfy 
move (rl)+nl 

subl b, a x: (i-O), b b, y: (r4) 

mac -xl, xO, b x: (rO)+nO, a a, y: (i-5) 

macr -yl, yO, b x: (ri), xi y: (1-6), 3,0 

subl b, a b, x: (r4)+ii4 y: (rO), b 

mac x l, yO, b x: (i-6)+n6, xO y: (rl)+, yi 

macr -xO, yl, b a, x: (i-. 5)+ii5 y: (1-0), a 

-end-grp 
move 
Isr 

Isl 

move 

-end-pass 

; update C pointer, preload data 

; Radix 2 DIT butterfly kernel 

iil, bl 

b n2, al Avide butterflies per group by two 

a bl, nl ; multiply groups per pass by two 

al, n2 

Do last FFT pass 

move #2, nO ; initialize pointer offisets 

move nO, nI 

move #Points/4, n4 ; output pointer A offset 

move n4, n5 ; output pointer B offset 

move #Idata, rO ; initialize A input pointer 

move #Odata, r4 ; initialize A output pointer 

move r4, r2 ; save A output pointer 
lua (rO) +, rl ; initialize B input pointer 
lua (r2)+n2, r5 ; initialize B output pointer 

move #O, m4 ; bit-reversed. addressing for output ptr. A 

move m4, m5 ; bit-reversed addressing for output ptr. B 

move #Coef, r6 ; initialize C input pointer 

move (r5)-n5 ; predecreinent output pointer 

move x: (rl), xl y: (r6), ), O 

move x: (6), a y: (i-O), b 

do n2, Jast pass 

mac xl, ), O, b x: (i-6)+n6. xO N,: (rl)+nl, ), l ; Pladix 2 DIT butterfly kernel 

macr -xO, N-I, b a, x: (r5)+ii5 y: (rO), a ; with one butterfly per group 

subl b, a x: (rO), b b, y#4) 

Inac -x1. xO, b x: (i-O)+nO. a a. y: (r5) 

macr -)11. )-O, b x: (rl), x I y: (r6), yO 
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subl b, a b, x: (r4)+n4 y: (rO), b 

-lastpass 
move a, x: (r5)+n5 

move #Odata, ro ; points to real output buffer 

move #Psd-data, rl ; points to psd buffer 

move #Points-l, mo 

move mO, rnI 

move mO, m4 

move rO, r4 ; points to imaginary buffer 

do #Points, End-psd ; calculate the power spectrum density 

move x: (rO) +, xO y: (r4)+, yO ; get fft data 

mpyr XO, XO, a ; square the real data 

mpyr yO, yO, b ; square the imaginary data 

add b, a 

move a, y I 

move #O, YO 
jsr Squr 

move b, x: (i-l)+ 

End-psd 

nop 

rts 

Squr cir b #<40, xO ; Init root and guess 

move xO'xI ; Iiiit bit to test, 
do #23, Endl 

impy -xO, xO, a ; square and negate the guess 

add y, a ; compare to double precision input 

tge xO, b ; update root if input 6= guess 
tfr x I'a ; get bit to test 

asr a ; shift to next bit to test 

add b, a a'XI ; form new guess 

inove a, xO ; save new guess 
Endl 

rts 

; Interrupt Service Routine 

Save move rO, x: S-rO 

move mO, x: S-mO 

move rl, x: S-rl 

move ml, x: S-ml 

move r4. x: S-r4 

move 1114, x: S-lii-4 

move i-4. x: S-r7 

move in , x: S-Iii 7 

move xLx: S-x I 

; save registers 
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move xo, x: s-xo 

move a, x: S-, al 

rts 

Restore move x: S-rO, rO 
move x: S-mO, mo 
move x: S-rl, rl 

move x: S-xnl, ml 

move x: S-r4, r4 

move x: S-m4, m4 

move x: S-r7, r7 

move x: S-xn7, m7 

move x: S-xO, xo 

move x: S-xl, xl 

move x: S-al, a 

rts 

ISR-SSI-RX 
jsr Save 

move x: Disp-1-1, ri 

move #Point-s-I'mi 

move rl, a 

move #Psd-data, xO 

cmp xO, a 

jne Disp 

do #Trigger, E-ti-ig 

move #Vpbd, xO 

move xO, x: Pbd 

E-trig 

move #O, XO 

move xO, x: Pbd 

Disp move x: (rl)+, a 

inovep a, x: Tx 

move rl, x: Disp-rl 

movep x: Ssisi-, a 

inovep x: Rx, a 

move #-I, m7 

move x: >Skip-ni-, i, 7 

move #>Divisor, xO 

move (1-7)+ 

move i-7, a 

cmp xO, a 

jeq Null 

move r, x: >Skip-nr 

imp exit 

Null move #O, r-o 

move #>-qcaling, xl 

move r,, x: Skip-nr 

move #Counter-I. i-n4 

; restore registers 

; Get the PSD nr. 

; Tlie first PSID ? 

; no 
; Yes, send the trigger pulse 

; reset (lie t rigger pulse 

; Get the PSD amplitude 

; Display the PSD 

; Update the PSD nr. 

; always read the ssisr and rx 

; to avoid exceptions 

Jinear addressing mode 

; Read the Skip-m- counter value 

; increment the counter 

; skip 240 samples ? 

;. yes 

; update the Skip-nr value 

; scabng factor 

; reset the Skip-nr counter 

; modultis addressing mode 
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movep x: Rx, xO 
move x: IP, r4 
MPY XO, Xl, a 

move x: >S-nr, r7 

move a, x: (r4)+ 

move #>Counter, xO 

move (r7)+ 

move r7, a 

cmP xO, a 
jeq Prefft 

move r4, x: IP 

move r7, x: S-nr 

imp exit 

Prefft move #Points-l, mO 

move x: Ptr 
-rO, rO 

do # Couriter, e -copy 
move x: (r-, I)+, a 

move a, x: (rO) + 

e-copy 

move #IPA, xO 

move xo, x: lp 

move #O, xO 

move xo, x: S-lir 

move rO, x: Pt r-rO 

move #Vfft-S, XO 

move xo, x: FFT-s 

exit jsr Restore 

I-ti 

Rxcept move a, x: Rxe-a 

movep x: Ssisr, al 

movep x: Rx, al 

move x: Rxe-a, a 

rti 

Txcept move a, x: Txe-, a 

movep x: Ssisr, al 

movep ai, x: Tx 

move x: Txe-a, a 

rti 

** ** ** 

; set lip Jsr's 

org p: Ssi-xx-ira 

jsr ISR-S SI-RX 

org p: Ssi-rxe-ji-a 

; get the tempory i/p buffer pointer 

; get the sample nr. 

; store the data 

; increinent by I 

;8 samples ? 

; yes , jump 

; no, update the IP buffer address 

; update the sample nr. 

; modulus addressing mode 

; points to the tempory buffer 

; Iiilt the tempory buffer pointer 

; i, eset the sample number 

; update the i/p buffer pointer 

, set the fft status 

; read the statits register 

; read the rx 

; read the st at us 

; send data to t, x 
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jsr Rxcept 

org p: Ssi-txe-ira 

jsr Txcept 

end Begin 
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